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investigation

Collins' Account Never BC Money, Says VP
by Jim Garaventi, David McKaige,
and Ceci Connolly

Former Boston College Housing
Director Richard Collins allegedly
controlled a bank account, which
handled at least $10,000 per year, and
was not subject to normal university
budgetary scrutiny.
Collins, along with former Direc-

of Business Affairs for the Housing Office David Mitchell, are currently being investigated by the Middlesex County District Attorney for
alleged financial improprieties while
they were employedby the University, according to BC Director of Personnel Leo Sullivan.
The account contained a percentage of revenue generated by MDQ's
tor

sub-shop annually, according to

MDQ's owner Jeff Dorion. The
money, known as "matching funds,"
was paid in check form to the "BC
Housing Office," Dorion said.

It is not known whether Collins
had sole control of the account,
which was labeled "Richard E. Collins, Housing Fund' Account."
However, BC Financial Vice President and Treasurer John Smith said
the money "was never BC's" since
it was never processed through the
appropriate University channels.
"Nothing came to this office," in
the eight years MDQ's has been in
operation, he said. "It's not BC
money until we [the University Controller's Office], get it."
It is unknown whether more
substantial funds, other than the
MDQ's "matching funds" were
deposited into the account.
Technically, any check made out to
the BC Housing Office (or a similar
name) could have been deposited into the account, according to Smith.
"On the basis of this information
I would conclude that it appears that
any check made out to 'BC Housing'

Copy of check drawn on "Richard E. Collins Housing Fund Account."

could fall into such an account which
is not under University review," said
University Budget Committee
member John Heineman.
The matching funds program,
Students, page 18

Pyramid Mania Hits BC Campus
by Steven Lipin

An illegal gambling scheme has
riveted through Boston College, involving at least 1,000 students and
tens of thousands of dollars. Called
"The Corporation," this "pyramid"
chain investment scam has cost BC
undergraduates at least $60,000, according to figures collected by The
Heights, while a miniumum of 75
students are known to have obtained payments of $800.
The gambling scheme apparently
began three weeks ago, brought onto campus by BC juniors after spring
break, according to several students
interviewed. Once cognizant of this
money-making scam, individuals, including a number of seniors, started
their own pyramids rather than in-

vesting in the initial one. It spread exponentially through each class and

different residential areas, and has

spilled over to other colleges in

'The Scheme runs
through the community
like a flash flood and
people are often unaware
of the illegality.'
?

Mary Allen Wilkes,
DA's Office

Boston, including Northeastern
University, Pine Manor College,
Bentley College, Boston University,
Brandeis University, and Babson
College.

Under Chapter 271, Sec 6A of the

Peter Thomas Elected
1985 UGBC President
by Veronica

Noonan

The champagne bottles were uncorked in Edmonds 311 Tuesday
night, as Peter Thomas announced
his victory over Tom Grace?making
him the UGBC President for
1985-86. With campaign w&rkers,
friends and parents present, Thomas
jubilantly thanked everyone involved and announced thefirst planning
meeting of his administration which
took place Wednesday.
Thomas, an A&S political science
major from Long Island, New York,
has had a history of leadership and
extensive involvement in the
bureacratie as well as social aspect of
student government. He was the
president of his senior class at Northport High School, and, immediately upon entering BC, became involved in UOBC as a member of the
freshmen dorm council.

Thomas was also appointed as
Chairman of the Handicapped Committee, in which he is still actively involved. Last summer Thomas
became an integral part in organizing the"Run, Jeff, Run" campaign
in which BC alumnus JeffKeith ran
across theUnitedStates for handicap
awareness. Thomas met Jeff Keith
his freshman year and began actively supporting his cause sophomore
year. Thomas and hiscommittee raised over $3,000 beforeKeith began his
"run with hope."
Thomas later put some of his
energy into campaigning for Pat
White, the runner up in the 1983
UGBC Presidential election. This experience instilled in Thomas a desire
to become more active in student
government. As a sophomore,
Thomas won a seat in the UGBC
Thomas Plans, page 16

Massachusetts statutes, it is illegal to
"promotea plan by which...anything
of value is sold to a person for a consideration that the purchaser agrees
to secure...more persons to participatein the plan by making similar
purchases." Violation of this statute
can bring up to three years in a State
Prison and a fine up to $3,000, since
it is considered a felony in the state
of Massachusetts.
The Middlesex County District Attorney's office warns individuals
against participating in any such
scheme since it is not a bonafide investment where income is earned on
the initial investment. Mary Allen
Wilkes, Chief of the Economic Crime
and Consumer Fraud Division within
the Middlesex County's Distict Attorney's Office, noted that "the
scheme runs through the community like a flash flood and people are
often unaware of the illegality."
Wilkes said no charges are presently pending, but "people must understand that the arithmetic makes it impossible, except for a few people, to
make money. More often than not,
it is the first few people in the
pyramid that make money."
Although
Wilkes said the DA
planning
not
any
prosecutions, she
is
advised students that "this is
something the public should be
strongly warned about."
The Corporate Structure

The Corporation is constructed
with one president, two vice
presidents, four managers and eight
employees. Each person, or group of
persons who invest collectively, contributes $100 (other corporations use
$1000 units) in the hope of ascending
the pyramid and"resigning" from
the presidency with $800. A president
resigns when eight new employees are
found and the $800 contributed by
those employees is given to the
president.

Over $60,000, page 18

made up of 12°70 of MDQ's gross
yearly sales, was developedto be used by Resident Assistants to "subsidize social and cultural events on
campus," according to Dorion.
Because it was an external checking account not processed through
the Controller's Office, the money
never appeared on the housing
budget, according to Smith.
Matching Funds Examined

Since November, all MDQ's
checks have been processed by that
office, he said.
"I can honestly tell you that before
this whole thing came up I didn't
even know what MDQ's was," said

University officials would not confirm that the arrangement between
MDQ's and the Housing Office is
part of the DA's investigation, but
many said the matching funds program has come under recent University review.
' 'As soon as any investigation [into the financial affairs of the Housing Office] began, we ended the setup" previously allowing the account
to bypass the Controller's Office,
said Smith.

Procedural Changes

Yuk!

Sullivar
Sullivan is the official University
spokesperson on the investigationof
the two officials, since all employee
termination proceedings go through
his office.
In an attempt to bring all BC accounts under tighter control by the
University, several changes have been
made regarding the manner in which
money is processed, accounted for,
and then allocated, according to
several University officials.
After noting the MDQ revenue is
now processed through the Con-

BC Tightens, page 6
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Interview

Faculty

Russian Authority Discusses Soviet Leader
by Jean McMillan

New England Slavic Association, offered several explanations and predic-

With the recent change in Soviet
leadership, there has been much
speculation as to the consequences

tions concerning the recent happenings in the Soviet Union.

that will occur as a result, particularly
since the new Soviet leader, Mikhail
S. Gorbachev, is 54 years of age, a
relative youngster compared to his
predecessors.

Political Science Professor Donald
Carlisle, theformer president of the

Carlisle, who is a fellow at the Rus-

sian Research Center at Harvard,.initially explained that the power in the
USSR resides in the Politburoand in
the Communist Party. The Highest
spot of power is the party secretary,
the position to which Gorbachev has
been named following the death of

Konstantin Chernenko. Gorbachev is
that country's third leader in the past
two and a half years.
Carlisle maintained "the position
of the president means nothing"
compared to the role of General
Secretary; however, he stated "unless
something extraordinary is going to
happen, I'll bet my year's salary"
that Gorbachev is named president
as well.
Employing the metaphor of an

Former Ambassadors Discuss
United States' Image Abroad
by Terence

Connors

William Shannon, former ambassador to Ireland (1977-1981) and
now Boston Globe columnist, and
Robert White, former ambassador to
El Salvador and Paraguay.
The American image translates into influence, credibility and the ability of the US government and its
representatives to "participate con-

Three former ambassadors said the
United States has an image problem
abroad which varies according to the
region of the world one is examining,
during a discussion on the US' image abroad at Boston University
Wednesday.
The panel included Hermann Eilts, structively in diplomatic processes, to
former ambassador to Saudi Arabia protect and further the interests of
(1965-1970) and Egypt (1973-1979), the United States, to promote the
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The elected members are often
of the presiding
Politburo, said Carlisle. He did say,
however, that in the case where problems have been building up and
some innovation is required, the
Politburo is willing to "run some
"young clones"

risks."

cause of peace is considerably
enhanced," said Eilts.
Eilts said a foreign government's
perceptions of the US is more important than reality. "Perceptions are all
too frequently the motivating force
of foreign governments as they look
at America and as they decide on
wharthe American image abroad is."
The US and Americans were
heroes in the Middle East 40 years
ago, claimed Eilts. "It was what the
US was believed by Middle
Easterners to stand for. We
represented freedom, we represented
liberty, we represented a free
economic system."
"We were indeed on a pedestal and

f

old-fashioned sorority or fraternity,
Carlisle stated the Politburo is a
"self-replicating leadership in which
the members of the club decide who
is going to join the club." Thus, the
new members do not usually represent a sharp departurefrom the status

or drop by at 729 Boylston St.
suite 201, Boston.
Ask for a free catalog!

rgyNo

Gorbachev's Rise To Power
Despite the emphasis placed on
seniority, Gorbachev has managed to
make his way to the top position.
Three deaths, that of the Minister of
Agriculture, who was formerly above

Gorbachev, and the two short-term
leaders preceding him, helped to
facilitate this rise to power.
Carlisle also explained the impor-

tance of patron/mentors in the
system, whereby older Politburo
members will favor and support a
fellow party member. Thus, having

Andropov as a semi-patron, following the death of the agricultural
minister, brought Gorbachev closer
to the action, said Carlisle.
The professor also speculated that
,at the time of Andropov's death,
Gorbachev was involved in somewhat
of a deal wheYeby Chernenko, who
had been previously passed over
despite his seniority over Yuri Y. Andropov, would become leader and he
would remain in the background
while maintaing or even increasing
his power in the core leadership.
Therefore, at the death of

Chernenko, Gorbachev was in a

positon to step in. The only possible
contender was Grigory Romanov, the
other relatively young Politburo

member. Romanov, however, did not

possess the necessary patron or posi-

tion to tilt the power in his direction.
BC Professor, page 14

Update Update Update Up
House Passes MX
The House of Representatives narrowly approved the production of 21
MX missiles, budgeted at $1.5 billion. President Reagan called the 217-210
vote a sign of unity and resolve.
Friday's vote was the House's second last week approving the missilesTuesday's vote was 219-213. Congress had approved the money last year with
the stipulation for another vote to release the funds this spring. The Senate
also gave the missiles the go-ahead last week.
President Reagan has requested an additional $3 billion for 48 more MX
missiles, part of the 100 missiles the President wants to deploy.

American Soldier Killed
An American officer was killed by a Soviet sentry in East Germany last
Sunday when he was caught taking photographs in a restricted area. Major
Arthur Nicholson was shot as he tried to escape.
President Reagan challenged accusations of espionage, according to the
Boston Globe, and said Nicholson was not doing anything he was not "entitled" to do. Soviet representatives said the officer entered the restricted
area despite warning signs and took pictures of militaVy eqipment. They said
Nicholson was shot after a warning shot had been fired.
A Washington diplomat said the official US version of the incident will
differ, reported the Globe.

Bank Chairman Responds
Bank of Boston Chairman William Brown revealed the bank did not report
in addition to the
transactions.
The bank representative said the 59 transactions did not involve money
laundering because the transfers were between the Central Bank of Haiti
and
a Bank of Boston subsidiary in Miami. The transactions occurred between
July 1980 and January 1985, according to the
Boston Globe. During this
time, the bank was under federal investigation for
currency-reporting
violations.
$110 million in transactions to the federal government,
$1.2 billion worth of unreported foreign

Compiled by Christina Hippeli
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BC Purchases Now Require Two Signatures
by

Susan Parker

Intending to eliminate questionable
purchases with BC funds, new
safeguards have been implementedin
the Purchasing Department by its
Director, John Beckwith. The procedural changes are primarily in
response to the $5,700 worth of expenditures made in 1983 by former
Director of Housekeeping Walter
Greaney, according to Director of

Policies and Procedures Fred Mills.
"The changes were instituted immediately, it was an abhorrent situation," Beckwith affirmed. Specifically the changes include requiring two
authorized signatures for check requisitions as opposed to one, both
Beckwith and Mills said. All the
check requisitions Greaney used had
only required one signature, added
Mills.
The changes "give the University
a chance to tighten up a little on some
procedures; some of these things
would have come along whether or
not something 'noteworthy' happen-

cd. Some [changes] are not just a
knee jerk reaction," said Beckwith.
When asked if any procedural
changes were made at Purchasing in
reaction to the firing of Director of
Housing Richard Collins for "financial improprieties in the Housing
budget, "
Beckwith replied,

other private universities, is going
through a transitionary period in
which more and more administrators' financial responsibilities
are being written down in policy
form?a shift from relying on the
honor system of the old days to enforcing more up to date legalistic

'[BC] is gradually undoing the gap between
no control and strict financial control.'
?

Director of Policies and Procedures Fred Mills

"Whatever he [Collins] did is nothing
that connects with procurement
through the Purchasing Department
or vendors that the Purchasing Department is concerned with. I've
verified that right up the line."
However, Mills said of the recently fired administrators, "Both have
prompted more concern for having
written policy...it should be common
sense, but you have to wonder, do
you have to tell people not to steal?"
Mills explained that BC, like many

policies.

"We don't have something that
would spell out the financial responsibilities of someone who is charged
with budgetary responsibility. It's only assumed that such a person tends
to act responsibly." Mill said what

Greaney did "was not necessarily

kosher."
"Only in the last 20 years do you
see more sophisitcated accounting

methods," Mills explained. "[BC] is
gradually undoing the gap between

Purchasing Safeguards

no control and strict financial
control."
According to Purchasing's
"General Policy" in the Boston College Policies and Procedures Manual,
all materials, supplies and services

These safeguards Mills explained,
are how the Buyer or theclerks in the
purchasing department would, in

(with particular exceptions) required
by any individual, department,
school, or college of the University
arc to be ordered through the University's central Purchasing Department. Among the various forms used, the General Puchase Order is the
standard method ot procurement
through the Purchasing Department.
Mills explained that those with the
spending authority are the individuals
in a particular department such as a
Director, Administrative Assistant,
Chairperson, or Dean. "In the past,
the budgetaryresponsibility?in most
cases what he or she did as far as expending funds?has been left up to
that person within the safeguards of
the system," Mills said. Now Purchasing is "more control oriented
and concerned with a lack of internal control," Mills speculated.

Architects Selected to Build New Arena
by

Paul Cloos

with BC. Sasaki designed the New
Theatre and"the parking garage and
After reviewing proposals from performed a major study of the
two architectural firms Thursday,
possible physical development of
members of the Boston College adLower Campus.
ministration and Board of Trustees
TAC designed the O'Neill Library
chose Sasaki Associates, Inc. of and is currently working with the
Watertown to design BC's proposed renovation of Bapst Library. It was
$11.5 to $12 million athletic arena.
Sasaki's knowledge of the specific
"1 and the people on the commitarea where the arena would be
tee felt that this was something we located and their quality as "nuts and
could get done with either architect
hy
bolts" architects that won them the
and could do best with Sasaki," contract, Pennino said.
Buildings and Grounds Director
The University's ideal timetable,
Alfred Pennino said Friday.
Pennino said, would be to have the
"I'm really pleased they're the arena ready for basketball in 1987.
one," Pennino continued. "They Building would begin after the Model built by Buildings and
Grounds to show what the proposed new athletic
have a good organization and think hockey team's 1985-86 season and arena may look like.
practically from a design standpoint. would take about one year, forcing "I'm 99% sure it will go there," PenThe new arena will also house ofThey said they do not try to create the hockey team off-campus for their nino said.
fices, a weight room, and other supa monument to the architecture firm, 1986-87 season.
Based on the in-house plans for the port facilities tor BC's 15 male and
but to build what the client wants
female varsity sports. "I want [Direcarena, it will have sideline seating for
within the client's budget."
tor of Athletics] Bill Flynn to have
An extensive in-house study by 8,500 basketball fans and hockey
Both Sasaki and The Architects Buildings and Grounds sketched the seating for 7,600. There will be no
the nicest facility the school can come
Cooperative, Inc. (TAC) of Camup with," Pennino said.
basic plan for the building and chose seating on the ends of the court.
bridge, the other firm being conNeither Flynn nor one of the arthe present site of McHugh Forum as
Roberts Center, which seats 4,400,
sidered, have experience working its location, according to Pennino. would remain as a training facility chitects at Sasaki could be reached
for comment Friday.
for the men's and women's basketThe selection of an architect was
upper
tier of
ball teams. The
delayed when the possibility of coverbleachers on the Higgins Hall side
ing Alumni Stadium with an airof Alumni Stadium would be switchsupported
dome was suggested as a
ed to the Shea Field side, to go over
solution
to
BC's need for an arena,
the planned extension of the parking

processing purchase orders, check,
their legitmacy. They examine
whether the desired item fit the
discretionary line item category
alloted on the budget (for example,
a desk out of "office furniture"),
whether the cost exceeds the amount
alloted, and whether the requisition
forms have the proper authorizing
signatures.
"I could, for example, elect to buy
something that has nothing to do
with my office like $500 worth of
Chevas Regal. But I would probably
get a call from Beckwith asking
'What the hell are you doing?' " said
Mills, adding that the process is
"pretty well controlled."
The form that requires the two
signatures, the check requistion, can
produce a check made out to the vendor or to the individual requisitioner
for reimbursement. "For 'cash
money' there's essentially no limit except that you have to have money in
the budget to get it,"Mills said.
To get reimbursed, a copy of.the
sales slip, two authorized signatures,
the proper account number (according -to department) and sufficient

funds are what the clerk in the acSafeguards, page 14
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Health Staff Reports the
Second Measles Victim
by Christina Hippeli
A second case of measles has now
been reported here at Boston College.
Assistant Director of the University

Health Services June Leeming, RNC
has confirmed this report and also
said that this instance is not related
to the first case.
The patient, an off-campus student, was not in contact with the first
measles patient, whose case was
reported February 26, or with anyone
from Boston University, where to
date 96 measles cases have been
reported. This number, cited by
Leeming, is an estimate of the Boston
Department of Public Health.
However, the second measles patient
went to Fort Lauderdale during
spring break and could have contracted mealses there, said Leeming.
"This week would be the week we
could have second generation cases
from this," said Leeming. The incubation period for measles is approximately two weeks.
The Health Services undertook a
campaign two weeks ago to vaccinate
all unimmunized students. About
4,200 individuals received notices telling them they must either be innoculated or present proof of immunity. Leeming said 3,136 students
responded and 2,714 of them were
immunized, as of Thursday, March
21.
Though the vaccination drive was
completed, Leeming stressed that

students can still be vaccinated during regular clinic office hours and
added that an average of 20 students
come in daily.
The names of the approximately
one-third who did not respond to the
letters will be forwarded to Dean of

Students Edward J. Hanrahan, SJ,
who has said he would bar them from
classes and housing to avoid the
possible spread of measles. "We probably need to spend at least another
six hours going over the records
before then," said Leeming.

garage.

Press and YIP boxes and concessions stands will be located in the top
floor of the new. arena. Also, endzone seats on the Flynn Recreation
Complex side will be removed.
Seating in Alumni will remain at
32,000.

Pennino said. But, while it was
physically possible to cover Alumni,

Pennino explained, there were too
many negative factors.
"We could have had basketball
and hockey there, but the quality
would be less," Pennino said. "The
idea of putting one building over
another would be too much."

Voices on the Dustbowl

by Jean McMillan

Founder of Women Action for
Nuclear Disarmament Dr. Helen
Caldicott will bring her anti-nuclear
campaign to the BC campus tonight
at 7:30 pm in New Theatre as part of
the UGBC Social Justice Lecture

Series.
Caldicott, author of Nuclear
Madness and Missile Envy, is the
former director of Physicans for
Social Responsibility. Caldicott has
taken time out of her career as a
pediatrician at Boston's Children
Hospital to actively protest against

the dangers of the nuclear industry.
Originally from Australia,
Caldicott is credited with inspiring
the Australian public to halt French
atmospheric testing in the South
Pacific in the 19705. She has since
moved to the US where she continues
her fight to call people to action
against 'Nuclear Madness.'

by P.J. Brady and Karen

O'Toole

How do you feel about investing in pyramids?

Lori Johnstone A&S '86
Mymie Breton A&S '86
Wendy Hauser A&S '86
We like it on top.

Kathy Krayeske A&S 88
Carrie Larkin A&S '88
We thought it was a great idea until we lost $50 in the deal.

William Neenan, SJ

Rich Rancanelli A&S '87
Aiden Redmond A&S '87

I thought BC students were more
sophisticated, but perhaps what
P.T. Barnum said is true.

It's OK as long as you don't get
screwed over.

Dean of Arts and Sciences
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Editorials Editorials Editorials Editorials Editorials Edit
Hats Off to 1984-85 BC Hockey
At the NCAA Final Four at the Joe Louis Arena in Detrdit this past weekend,
the Boston College men's ice hockey team, although losing overtime games to
Providence College and Minnesota-Duluth, played solid hockey and were fine
representatives of BC.
In the case of Thursday's tough 2-1 loss to the Friars, the Eagles simply ran
into a very, very hot 5-9 goaltender named Chris Terreri. The stellar junior recorded 62 saves in the game, making several unbelievable stops and getting a few
lucky bounces. In his last five games (including two against BC), Terreri has
made an incredible 250 saves while allowing a paltry 11 goals.
It just wasn't meant to be for the Eagles.
Still, coach Len Ceglarski, who registered his 500th win during the past season,
and the entire BC hockey program deserve credit for their outstanding performance and attitude throughout the entire 1984-1985 season. With all of the attention generated by the Eagle football and basketball programs, the hockey team
at times did not receive the notoriety the sport has out West.
Most likely, this situation stems from the fact that traditional hockey powers
such as Minnesota-Duluth and RPI do not have consistently strong football and
basketball programs. Thus, their full energy is directed towards hockey.
The BC athletic program has been blessed in recent years with outstanding
teams in all three sports. In basketball, the Eagles have gone to the Sweet Sixteen four out of the past five years, while the football squad has gone to three
straight post-season bowl games.
In the media blitz which has hit BC athletics during the past year, the hockey
team not always received the accolades or support by fans which should accompany the fourth-ranked team in the nation.
The Eagles are the fourth best hockey team in the country?a fact that they
should be proud of?and with a highly-touted recruiting class, things can only
get better for the BC hockey program in the future.

Making a Choice

Nine days ago, seven blacks were killed during riots outside Port Elizabeth,
South Africa. Two were shot by police officers, while five were burned in an
attack on a funeral parlor owned by a black official connected with the white
minority government. More violence may be close at hand.
The controversy over apartheid rule in South Africa has raged for years and
there is no quick, simple solution to this complex situation. The main arguments
given by proponents of the status quo center upon the fact that the white population originally settled the area and that If foreign investments (mostly American)
were halted, the black population would suffer economically.
Supporters of majority rule, on the other hand, note that, while it is true the
white population settled the area first, they brought in black slaves to build the
country. They also stress that it is a moral and ethical problem?a small minority is subjugating a
the country's people.
In the battle between these'two diametrically opposed forces, one clear factor
emerges?a compromise or change must occur in South Africa, whether it be
a coalition government or a government dominated by the black population.
Only through such a change, will peace be restored to the area.
The United State enters the picture at this point. The Reagan Administration
must get rid of its fear of a communist takeover and aid in bringing stability
and peace to the area. In the past, President Reagan has supported the present
South African Government because it opposes communism and the flow of
natural resources from the area has not been altered or stopped. However, if;
the situation continues to deteriorate, the Administration will be forced to make
a choice, but by then civil war may already have begun and the chance to insure
stability and peace through economic and political channels may have been lost.

Compromise: A Wise Decision

The recent shooting death of United States army officer Major Arthur D.
Nicholson by a Soviet sentry in East Germany could have become a stumbling
block to improved US-Soviet relations. However, a meeting between Secretary
of State George Shultz and Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin Saturday reduced tensions over the incident. The two sides agreed to have commanders of US
and USSR forces in the area meet to discuss ways to prevent such tragedies from
occuring in the future.
With the ongoing arms talks and a possible summit meeting between Reagan
and the new Soviet leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, the Administration made a wise
decision not to take a hard-line stance.
This is not to say that the death of a US soldier should be cast aside as a meaningless pawn in the realm of-world politics. Rather, measures such as the
ones
discussed by Shultz and Dobrynin are the most positive means of preventing such
incidents.
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Reader's Forum Reader's Forum Reader's Forum Forum
Astronomy

Lab

fee which is unjustified. 1 have written a letter

to Father Monan and I suggest that other
astronomy students who share my feelings
either write letters to or make and appointment

with Father Monan. Perhaps Boston College
will realize the unfairness of this fee if it receives
an abundance of complaints.

To the Editor:
1 would like to discuss the outrageous fee
charged for an astronomy "lab" at Boston College. I have come to a dead end in regards to
the justification of the $75 fee charged for this

lab.
Each week (11 weeks) for one-half hour
students in the class are required to listen to a
tape and view slides on astronomy. The approximately 170 students are broken down into sections each containing a maximum of 10
students: as there are only 10 tapes available.
The tapes are apparently taped off one master
tape. They are old and their sound distorted.
The slide projectors are equally old.
On trying to solve my problem I got the usual
"run around." I talked to my faculty advisor,
who sent me to the Universityßegistrarwho sent
me to student accounts who sent me to Professor Brooks who talked to Department Chairman Hepburn. Professor Hepburn said that
student accounts give science professors a
choice of two lab fees: $75 or $110. He picked
the lower although he also felt the price was
high for listening to tapes. I was told he complained to the Dean and that I should speak
with my Dean if I wanted to complain.
I spoke with undergraduate Dean of Management Cronin on March 13. He was very unsympathetic and seemed uninterested in my problem. He didn't even let me finish speaking and
told me nothing could be done.
Since I an paying for college myself, I have
learned to question such things. How can
nothing be done? How come this fee can't be
justified by anyone? How can Boston College
justify $75 for listening to tapes? Language
students pay $ 10 to listen to tapes for one hour
a week. If the lab was in biology, chemistry or
physics, for example, one could justifythe fee
by the materials used: chemicals, test tubes and
flasks, gas for bunsen burners, animals for
disection, etc.
In astronomy we use no such things, only
electricity and old tapes. Boston College will
make over $12,700 if every one of the 170
students pays the $75 fee. This is a ridiculous

Karen F. McKenna '88

Walking the
Gauntlet
To the Editor:

While crossing the dustbowl the other day
on my way to check the mail, I was accosted
by campaign workers for the UGBC presidential primaries. I was walking along minding my
own business and wondering whether there
were any job offers or grad school acceptances
waiting for my roommates and me in the mail
when someone thrust a basket of candy
towards my face and yelled "Vote Glenn
Giilino." As I looked up to see who was so
rudely interrupting my thoughts, I could not
help but to notice that the walkway in front of
me was thronged with campaigners. My heart
sank. At this rate, I would never make it to
McElroy.
I trudged on. I passed more people giving out
candy. 1 passed three girls singing to the tune
of Billie Jean, "Jack McNeill, he's the one.:."
I passed someone dressed up as a lion. Then
I realized that I was almost at theroad and that
maybe I could slip by the one last campaigner
in front of me and make a break for the doors
of McElroy. The campaigner must have noticed that 1 was picking up speed though, and
determined to get her two cents in before I
whizzed by, she yelled at me "Don't forget to
I stopped. I turnedaround and looked at her
and said, "I'm a senior. I'm not going to vote."
She stared at me in disbelief.
Now it's not that I'm an apathetic student.
In fact, I voted in every presidential and
primary election for the past three years. It's
just that I'm a senior. The end is in sight for
me. Although BC does and always will mean
a lot to me, it's not my place to help make its
decisions anymore. I have already helped to

Too Easy and Too Greedy?
Why do we do it? Hand a hundred dollar bill
someone we normally wouldn't trust with
half a can of beer in exchange for a ridiculous
to

promise to make $800? Doing nothing?
Whatever happened to all those time-worn
adages about getting something for nothing and
anything that sounds too good to be true is too
good to be true? But then again, what about
the best thing in life being free?
The fact it was too easy and we were too
greedy.

"Listen, all you have to do is give me a hundred bucks and then you become a manager.
A few more people join and you become a vice
president and everybody gives you $100.
Everyone is doing it. Well, sure it's a risk, but
do you want to be saying,T could have paid
back my spring break debt, but I was too conservative?'" We hear those words a hundred
times before falling to sleep at night.
A "risk," a con, or whatever we call the
thing?it was beautiful, alluring, and seductive.
The money was one thing and we'll never be
able to deny that our first love was greed, but
how about "investing," and "corporation,"
and the possibility of becoming "president."
How about vanity?
Maybe that's what pushed us over the top.
The thing?so calculated?hit all our
weaknesses: greed, vanity, a little excitement,
and pretending that we were in the middle of
the "rat race" just like "grown-ups." So
sophisticated.

We were junior executives in a make-believe
$100 world.

Then the panic hit and there were no longer
any new "employees"to be recruited. No one
was laughing. Soon, word got around campus
and the novelty was wearing off fast. By the
middle of the week, we were only managers,
yet

we talked our friends into it. So we were

all out $100.
"I still couldn't admit to my stupidity. That's
why I didn't run to the phone and put a stop
order on my check while I still could."
Some of us made money, though. Didn't we?
Got in last weekend before anyone else. Just
barely got out before the panic, too. Sure we
took friends' money, but we took the same
risks they did. We earned it. So don't be say-

ing we ripped anyone off. They didn't have to
join and no one talked anyone into anything.
"Besides, I worked hard for my money. You
don't know how I gave up going to classes,
missed dinners, forgot what day it was, and
never even read the sports pages. They even
started calling my room "Pyramid Central!"
If it wasn't me, it would have been someone
else. Still, I'm not stupid. I'm not telling anyone
how much money I made. You know you never
count your money when you're sitting at the
table..."
And, of course, the rest of us sat back in
moralizing astonishment saying,"it's just amazing what a few bucks can do to people. Amazing! If one more person would have asked us
to be a part of their "pyramid" we would have
reinvested their face.
We were the self-righteous ones who looked
down on the whole thing. "Somebody's going
to get hurt. Somebody's going to get hurt." We
either thought that the people who made money
were "scamming their friends" or that the people who lost money were being punished for
their sins. We were the ones who preached
against the same slimy people always making
money on these types of deals. We even hung
signs around campus. Regardless, we felt sorry
for no one. But we felt good about ourselves.
Then we looked around, real quietly, to see
that the people we were considering investing
our money with were. Doubts and second
thoughts. We did hope that they didn't make
money, because then maybe we should have
joined.
"It's okay, though. I would have lost my
hundred bucks so I continued, 'Repent,
Repent.'"
Anyway, it's all over now. Blew away as fast
as it came. Right?
"I hate those creeps who I gave my money
to. Why did I ever do it? I want my money back
or I'll never talk to them again. Forever."
"I don't care. 1 have your moneyand you're
not getting anything back. You took the risk
and lost, so take your bitterness elsewhere."
"I don't want to hear it from either of you.
You were stupid. You ripped off your friends.
And right now, I don't care if you talk to me
either. 1 knew this was going to happen."
It's all over now. Right? We can't wait for
the "Real World."

tide belies any humanitarian aim it could claim.
The article itself focuses on the accounts of
;wo women sexually tortured in Central
America; it details their rape and torture rather
han the socio-politicalcontext of human rights
abuses in Central America or the steps
necessary to improve conditions in this troubled

region.

The article ends with the address of Amneseffort to make the appearance of genuine journalism, when its real
motive is the sexual amusement of its readers.
It is indicative of their divergent goals that Penthouse approached Amnesty to gain access to
photographs of torture, but Amnesty refused
to aid Penthouse's aims. Those women in the
article are real. They have been tortured once
by their governments, and they are now being
sexually exploited for profit. This article, and
the goal of the magazine in which it is found,
is antithetical to aims of Amnesty International
as well as the undersigned groups, who are genuinely concerned with the questions of
political and social justice.
ty International in an

The Boston College Amnesty International
Women's Resource Center
Haley House
Central America Committee
Prof. Mary Daly

Mary M.D'Agostino
'85

Justice

Served?

To the Editor:

vote today!"

Commentary

by Terry O'Malley

make decisions which have affected the lives
of students at BC. I was involved in various
clubs and organizations and I voted in all the
elections. And during these past four years, I
have seen many changes in BC. I was here when
BC's first woman UGBC president held office.
1 was around when there were still such things
as Springfest and Fallfest and when there were
no such things as study breaks at White Mountain. I was around when Bapst was the place
to socialize?oops, I mean study. At times I even
thought of wearing a hat in the main reading
room for fear that the pigeons would s?t on
my head. I was around when Doug Flutie
played fifth string and when a bonfire was built
in the Mods because our basketball team made
it to the Final Eight. I was around when
registration was not done by computers, When
Williams was an all-female dorm, when the
"Jesuit Crossing" sign on the Dustbowl was
still wet paint and when everyone knew who
Norman was.
As I look back over these past four years,
i realize that BC has had a major imriact not
only on my life but upon the lives of all those
in the senior class. Not only has BC changed
each and every senior from the person he was
four years ago, but in his own way, each and
every senior who has been active in the BC community has helped to change BC. We have
already done all that we can to change BC. Now
it is up to you?the Juniors, Sophomores and
Freshmen, to do what you can to change BC.

In the April edition of Penthouse magazine
appears an article entitled "Tortured'Women:
Stories of Political Terror." Despite the thin
guise of reporting on human rights violations

in Central America, the article is, in fact, a vile,
sado-masochistic account of torture in titillating
detail. It is consistent with the prevalent tone
of Penthouse which presents women in a
degrading, exploitive light. As a specific instance of this, the same issue presents a "pic-

torial" in which uniformed men are shown
copulating with women in and around tanks
and other militaryequipment. Penthouse's article on torture shares this same mentality which
links sex with violence. The context of the ar-

The Heights
Section Meetings
Sports-Mon. at 4:00
News-Sun. at 7:00

Review-Mon. at 5:00

Photo-Mon. at 4:30

Commentary

Unexamined Questions
by Mike Santagata

Chris Partridge (the youngest son who played
the drums) leave the show? Is it true that he
died because he mixed Pop Rocks and Coke,
and his stomach exploded?
Bewitched. Why were there two different actors who played Darren Stevens? Did Dick
York like Pop Rocks?
Gilligan's Island. Why did the cameramen
film the castaways every week, but never help
to get them off the island? Why did the other
six castaways let Gilligan live?
Family Affair. Is it true that Mrs. Beasley
played a part in the drug overdose of Buffy
Davis? Why did Sissy always offer to help Mr.
French in the kitchen, and then smile when she
came back to the table?
I Dream of Jeannie. Were Major Nelson and
Major Healy romantically linked? Why else
would Major Nelson abstain from jumping
Jeannie's bones?
Batman. Alfred and Aunt Harriet, an item?
Did Adam West really put socks in his Bat
Tights? Why could the Gotham City Court
System never manage to put the Penguin, Joker
or Cat Woman in the slammer for more than
a week?
Star Trek. Why did the Enterprise need a
crew of hundreds of people, when it seemed like
only 7 or 8 of them ever did anything? Where
were the people walking around in the
background of the Enterprise really going

While today's scientists and philosophers
ponder over such futile questions as; "Is there
a God?," "Is there life on Mars?," and "Are
off campus students really toxic waste?," the
truly important questions go unexamined, and
thus remain unanswered. The questions that I
believe spark the most controversy, and incite
the most fights, are those questions that deal
with the television shows of the early seventies,
that were such an influential part of our
childhoods.
Have your ever watched Gilligan's Island and
wondered why Thurston and Lovey Howell
have such complete wardrobes, when they were
just going on"a three hour tour?"
Flave you ever watched Batman and
wondered how Batman and Robin the Boy
Wonder can slide down jhe batpoles and
somehow slide themselves into a pain of Danskin tights without permanently damaging
themselves?
If questions like these keep you up at night,
don't despair, you are not alone. It is true that
the world's most intriguing questions are found
in our favorite childhood shows, and maybe
someday, with careful intellectual study, and
with the help of Sherwood Schwartz, the
answers will surface, and we shall finally know
the truth. Until then, these mind boggling questions remain...
anyway?
The Brady Bunch. Perhaps the most conThese are the questions that today's eggheads
troversial question that arises is, before "they
became the Brady Bunch," why were Mike and should begin to examine. The truth has been
Carol single in the first place? Was Carol an silenced long enough, we want some answers!
Perhaps there are no answers to these questions,
unwed mother?
that
Brady
question
they will be eternal mysteries?taunting the
Bunch
has
and
Another
eggheads of thefuture. But, regardless, we must
bothered me for a long time is what has happened to the cast since that tearful show went try. How can we ever hope to cure cancer,or
off the air? Sure, Florence Henderson is into bring peace to the world, when we don't even
Wesson Oil, Greg is in a soap opera, and Sam know who named the "uncharted desert isle",
the Butcher went on to be in All in the Family, "Gilligan's Island." Why not the "Skipper's
but the rest of the cast has faded into obscuriIsland?" Lets tackle these problems now,
ty. How many movies have you seen Ann B. before MTV takes over every channel, and all
our favouite shows of yesteryear are gone
Davis in recently?
The PartridgeFamily. Why did the original forever...
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'Eddie Was Here' Dramatizes Drug Dangers
by Tim Palleschi

Eddie Was Here, a play based on
the drug and alcohol related death of
16 year old Edward Laßiviere, was
performed by Newton Campus
residents last Monday in McGuinn
Auditorium.

A true story, the play is an adaption of a biography written by Eddie's brother, Kevin Laßiviere. It
outlines Eddie's involvement with the
world of drugs and his subsequent
and untimely death.
The role of Eddie was played by
Mike Notarianni. By watching Ed-

die's experiences with his parents,
friends and the judicial system,
Notarianni said the audience "can
live it ?see themselves in the play."
Another cast member, Jody Burtier, explained the play is the "most

/
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of Italy
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Newton Centre

effective alcohol awareness available.
It's a real life experience?you can
Laßiviere

stated he

all high school

students.

identify through your peers."
wrote the

biography partly to alleviate his own
guilt. Previously only shown in high
schools, Boston College is the first
college in the nation where the play
has been performed. Over 50,000
high school students have had the opportunity to watch Eddie Was Here.
"The truth hurts, but also teaches.
High school kids are blown away(by
the play) they see themselves as well
as their friends," according to

Laßiviere.
Laßiviere added he was disappointed that too often he sees only
the "goodkids" at the performances.
"The kids that need it don't come."
He said he believes it ought to be

With regard to Monday's small
explained not
turnout, Laßiviere
' 'many people want to see a show on

drug and alcohol abuse." He pointed
out the main message for BC students
watching the play was to provide insight on what they may have to deal
with as parents. Eddie's drug habits
affected not only his own life but also
those of his parents and sister. "How
will they react to their kids?" ques-

Phot

by

Rob

tioned Laßivere.
BC Police Detective Sergeant
Margaret Connolly, one of the guest
speakers commented, after the production, "I've never seen any thing
like what was presented here tonight.
I've sat through it three times, and
I still have goosebumps."

Riosec

'Eddie was Here' warns of the consequences of drug and alcohol abuse.
All of the speakers stressed the problems.
The event was sponsored by the
need for a caring, communicative
Newton Campus Resident Staff Ofand responsible outlook when dealing with friends or family with drug fice of University Housing.

BC Tightens Controls On Money Accounts
Ucontinued from page I
(roller's Office, Smith added, "[we]

should have done that a couple of
years ago."
Several other BC departments have
similiar external accounts which can
accept checks made payable to the
departments if the income were not
recorded in the yearly budget, according to Smith.
But Vice President for Student Affairs Kevin Duffy, said that the
changes made in processing the matching funds were part of an attempt
to "eliminate all external checking
accounts."
Acting Director of Housing Robert

Quality Care is seeking dependable,
reliable and caring Nursing and Special
Education Students.
Work with mentally and physically handicapped children as well as geriatric patients. Call us today for more

(]Oy\
QUALITY CARE®
\

Capalborefused to comment on the
past or present status of the matching
funds account.
Director of Business Affairs in the
Housing Office Linda Riley, who
replaced Mitchell, confirmed the account is now processed through the
Controllers Office, but neither she
nor the representatives of the Con-

tollers Office would disclose the
balance of the fund.
Some accounts, like the matching
funds program, which previously required only one signature, now need
two for all transactions, according to
Smith.
"The switch to two signatures adds
a level of control," he said.
In addition, the University has

BC OFF-CAMPUS

$ $ NEED EXTRA MONEY? $ $

? fjj

mandatory for

information.

J "TheComplete Nursing Service"

755 Boylston St., Boston, MA 482-3500

P*l
BC Off-Campus
Students Tired of Being
DUMPED ON
Get Your Toxic Waste
T-SHIRTS
Call 734-0848

undergoneother policy changes in an
effort to eliminate "questionable"
purchases, according to Director of
Purchasing John Beckwith (see
related story, page 3).
MDQ's Background

ridiculous. What good is it to have
the terms in the [Dining Service]
minutes?" he said.
BC turned the investigation of Collins and Mitchell over to the DA
about one month ago, after conducting an internal investigation into the
Originally opened by three BC
financial affairs of the Housing
undergraduates, MDQ's began
Office.
operating out of Roncalli in 1977.
Collins was fired in mid-January
The sub-shop has no written contract and Mitchell resigned last June.
with the University, though a verbal
When reached Friday afternoon
agreement for the business was reachCollins refused to discuss the ined when the students proposed their vestigation or any related matter.
idea to BC, according to several
Mitchell could not be reached for
University officials.
comment.
"If a contract were signed, [the
BC's internal auditing department
money] would come here and go indiscovered the alleged financial imto a budget...the problem was there proprieties last fall, Smith said.
was no contract," said Smith.
When asked why the case was turnFew administrators were aware of ed over to the DA rather than handlthe specific details of the arrange- ed internally, Smith said it was not
ment between MDQ's and BC.
the dollar amount but the principle
"I don't know what transpired" that
warranted
the
DA's
between BC and MDQ's, said Smith. involvement.
"It should have been approved by the
"We [BC] wanted to show people
appropriate vice presidents [Duffy they can't be so casual about things,"
and Smith], but l never okayed it," said Smith. "We're responsible for
he said.
what takes place here."
Duffy said the terms of the agreement were specified in minutes of a
Susan Parker, Laura Spinaleand
Dining Service meeting in 1976.
Short also contributed to this
Kelly
Smith questioned the validity of article.
such an agreement. "That's
c
;
I

Ca/tte

"finish"
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Lecture Addresses Morality of Death Penalty
by P. Stape

In China, Iran, South Africa, and
the Soviet Union the death penalty is
a valid form ofcriminal punishment.
The death penalty is also a constitutionally valid form of punishment in
the United States. In contrast, no nation in Western Europe at this time
punishes criminals by execution.
Tufts University Fletcher Professor of Philosophy Hugo Adam
Bedau, the author of The Death
Penalty in America, lectured at
Boston College concerning the
morality of capital punishment last
Monday.

Bedau said he does

not support

capital punishment. In fact, he is
leader for the American Civil Liberties Union and has written many
pamphlets concerning this topic. His

lecture, however, was an attempt to
the moral implications of
capital punishment. Bedau explained that his hope was to inspire an
awareness of these moral
implications.
There are six moral points of view,
said Bedau, from which to consider
capital punishment: biblical morality, intuitive morality, utilitarian
morality, morality of rights, morality of the theory of punishment, and
symbolic morality. Bedau expounded upon each consideration.
In the Bible, Bedau asked, whether
there is a clear position on capital
punishment. Indeed Jesus himself
was sentenced to this punishment.
Bedau claims, however, that the Bible never presents a definite stance.
Therefore, he concluded that no
moral decision could be made by conpresent all

Phot

by

PJ

Brady

Professor Hugo Adam Bedau discusses the various moral aspects of capital punishment.
sion couia oe made here.
siuenng only DiDlical morality with
tion of a murderer is equal
Beddau then considered the
punishment.
respect to capital punishment.
However, a consistent schedule of
Bedau defined the moral intuition morality of rights. Bedau asked
penalties along this line would call for
as the inner feeling an individual may whether it were anyone's right, inhave concerning a topic. Since capital cluding the victim's, to execute a
the rape of rapists, the theft of the
punishment is an action performed murderer. If the murderer forfeits a
possessions of thieves, and perhaps
right because he harms society, does
by society and not an action performthe burning of arsonists. Bedau coned by an individual, Bedau intimated he forfeit the right to participate in
that the only decision possible relythe society or does he in fact forfeit
ing only upon intuition would be the right to live? Bedau asked that
some sort of majority decision. this question be seriously considered.
Bedau then said morality does not
Bedau then contemplated the purcome from any typeof vote. Morality pose of criminal punishment. Punishstems from itself, not from opinion.
ment can rehabilitate or retaliate. If
Therefore, the morality of capital punishment is to rehabilitate then cerpunishment is not to be left to the
tainly the death penalty cannot be
intuition.
allowed. If punishment is to retaliate,
Next Bedau considered the
Bedau asked if the punishment must
utilitarian morality. This analysis equal the crime or if the gravity of
compared and contrasted the costs of
$s '\u25a0;\u25a0:\u25a0\u25a0. fc,
the punishment must be proportional
execution to the costs of life imto the severity of the crime. Execu'
prisonment. Bedau said that every
».
study attempting to find an exact
figure of the costs have proven
fruitless. It is pretty much impossible to consider the final costs of an
execution. There are too many factors like legal costs and special security costs. So, he said no moral dcciTHE REEBOK FREESTYLE
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'ure pleasure in Reebok's supple garment leather. Designed to
jive your feet more support, stability, control & response. It's
the aerobic shoe most recommended by professional instructors.
Now in white, pink, beige, grey & black with matching terry lining.
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between March 25-April 4. Deadline for
registering: April 4 at 4:OOPM.
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Sign-up sheets are available in the Speech
Communications Office, 215 Lyons Hall
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Ist Place Prize - $500.00
2nd Place Prize - $75.00
3rd Place Prize - $50.00
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Baked fresh
day: fruit-filled
croissants, cakes,
pies, cookies.
Home-made soup,
quiches, lunch rolls,
muffins.
Ice Cream Too!!
20 Harvard St., Brookline
739-9153

April 9, 1985
6:30 - 9:30 PM
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What a pissah!
It's Junior's Birthday
Happy birthday to the Heights' favorite
April iool

(

eluded equal punishment would be
foolish. Proportional punishment
would define the system of punishment in the United States. Bedau
could not answer whether execution
is proportional or equal, in which
case it would be too cruel and
unusual to be allowed.
Finally, Bedau considered the symbolic morality of the death penalty.
Perhaps the most compelling argument for and against capital punishment is in its symbolic message, he
surmised. Execution grandlyexclaims
society's disdain for the murderer.
But, then again, he called this a
paradox, for by execution society
proves its disdain only by resorting
to the murderer's methods. In conclusion Bedau asked his audience if
society can prove its disdain for
murder only by supporting murder?
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Small Claim Hotline Offers Referral Service
by

Terence Connors

Recently a woman called a consumer hotline to complain about a
used car she had purchased for
$1,250. The car had been in the repair
shop repeatedly for a carburetor problem costing her an additional $250.
The used car dealershipwhere she
had bought the car took it back and
offered her $900 in credit towards the
purchase of another, more expensive,
car. Angered by the treatment she

received, the woman called
hotline for advice.

the

She was advised on how to: write
a 30 day demand letter, a formal request that a business fulfill its obligations within 30 days or you will sue;
obtain inexpensive legal assistance;
and proceed with a case in small
claims court, if she chose to do so.
This case was just one of the
thousands handled by the Small
Claims Hotline, run by the Boston
College chapter of the Public Interest
Research Group [BCPIRG], in its
nine year history. Co-Coordinator o\
the hotline, Monica Griesdorn,

The Shoe Bootique
(Men and Women)

described it as an informational and
referral service.
"We find people the right answers
or tell them where to find the right
answers," stated Griesdorn.
She added, "We tell people what
their rights are and how to [proceed
if those rights are violated]." The
students answering the calls "tell
them what their options are."
Stressing that the hotline is not a
legal referral service, Griesdorn
noted, "We can't givelegal advice."
Twelve BC students, who are
volunteers, run the hotline stated
Griesdorn. Before being allowed to
answer calls, she explained, students
are required to attend a two hour

training sesssion and are supervised
by an experienced person during their
first hour of answering calls.
The hotline, open MondayThursday from 10 am-1 pm and 3-5

services the Boston area, explained Griesdorn. She added that most
of the callers are adults.
Griesdorn said the people running
the hotline are trying to expand
awareness of it, especially on the BC
campus. "Very few people know it's
on campus."
Griesdorn explained one of the
functions of the hotline is to advise
people on their rights regarding
security deposits for apartments. "I
wonder how many students know
that [tenants are supposed to get interest on their security deposit]," she
noted.
The hotline also advises people on
how to write a 30 day demand letter
stated Griesdorn. She explained this
shows you have tried to resolve the
matter out of court and can be used,
in court, as "an instrumental part of
your defense."

pm,

Phot ,
by

Michel

Guzowski
Hotline Co-Coordinator, Monica
Griesdorn
Those who think they might need
the hotline's assistance should call
552-3516. Students wishing to join its
staff stop by the BCPIRG office.

Festival of Friendship Plans Set

Annetta
in white, black and bone

by

jr^^^^r^

1237 Commonwealth Aye., Allston
(right next to Macy's Liquor Store)

Denise LaFleur

result, no matter how much work it
is?l think," commented Duffy. "1
On April 13, at 9:30 am, the feel sorry for the students missing out
fieldhouse at the Plex will fill up with on this. This has helped change my
an estimated two hundred special- opinion of BC and the administration
needs children from the greater- 100%."
Boston area, and seven-hundred
"It's a community activity, with
Boston College student and faculty no liquor involved. It's bringing all
"friends for a day."
resources together for a special exBrian Carroll and Kevin Mulkerin, perience, added Miller, who assured
two Boston College graduates, began festival volunteers "You'll be a kid
the festival three years ago. They
modeled the program after a similar
one at St. Joseph's College in
Philadelphia. The purpose of the
event was to unite the special-needs
children with young adults from the
Boston College community.
The co-chairpeople, Mike Miller,
Annmarie Pereira, and Eileen Duffy have spent many hours, beginning
Special
in September, to prepare the day's
program. The chairpeople said they
hope that in the future the event will
last the entire weekend.
"To make kids smile is a postive

again for the day. You can have the
open-mindedness of a child."
"Planningand organizationcan be
a big headache, but there's nothing
like it; bringing happiness to so many
people. It's really been worth it to see
that many people involved. I don't
think that there's anything else that
brings people together like this."

Festival, Page 18
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Cleveland Circle
566-9307 Boston, Massachusetts
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3-MONTH PRECEPTOR PROGRAM

White Plains Hospital Medical Center, one of Westchester's
most prestigious health care facilities, has an exciting new opportunity for the graduating nurse. It's called the Preceptor Program and it was specifically designed to allow the graduate
nurse to develop his or her skills more effectively over a three
month period of close work with a more experienced RN. We're
currently offering the Preceptor Program to nurses in all areas.
White Plains is the business and cultural headquarters of
Westchester County and is located in a beautiful suburban
setting just35 minutes from NYC and a short distancefrom the
Long Island Sound and major ski resorts.
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4 Day 10 Hour Night Shifts Available
April 10th

1:30-6:30 PM

Thomson, RN, Professional Recruiter.

(914)681-1100
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We carry a your
favorite Marvel comics,
as weN as Marvel back-issues,
A
paperbacks, posters, collectors
items and much more?all
guaranteed to run your imagination wild'
Spider-Man, The Incredible Hulk,
Captain America and the entire Marvel Universe
are waiting for you today. Browsers welcome!

NEW ENGLAND
COMICS

OPEN HOUSE
When you start for White Plains Hospital Medical Center, you
receive such benefits as ? competitive salary ? evening and
night shift differential ? Permanent shifts ? no rotation ? 26
weekendsoff ? 13 holidays peryear ? time-and-a-half on major
holidays ? 4 weeks vacation ? and medical and dental insurance. You'll also receive tuition assistance, on-site parking
available, on-site CEU's and in-service education.
For an interview appointment, or for more information on our
Preceptor Program, please send your resume, letter or call: Jan

m

Want t0
nse above ,he

139A Brighton Avenue
Allston, Mass. 02134.

Located near Harvard Aye. Call us at
783-1848 for store hours and directions.

We buy comics!
Copyright ffi 1984Marvel Comics Group All rights reserved
SPIDER-MAN: and t 1984 Marvel Comics Group
\u25a0«

[30%"0S
New Comte""""]
With
ad and your college ID, only
:
:

B

this

NEW ENGLAND COMICS
139A Brighton Aye., Allston, 783-1848.
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Again! BC Tripped by Friars 4-3 in OT
by Kenny Carty

DETRIOT

?

my's rebound after 80 minutes of action, BC could only hope for third
place.
In the consolation game, BC fac-

Overtime was this

year's nemesis in the Eagles' drive for
the NCAA hockey championship as

ed Minnesota-Duluth, who lost 6-5 in
triple overtime to RPI Friday
evening.
The Eagles led 2-0 in the first
period on goals by freshman Ken
Hodge and junior Doug Brown, aided by some great goaltending by BC's
Shaun Real.
The two goaladvantage was shortlived, as the Bulldogs rallied to knot
the score at 2-2 after one period of

Boston College fell twice last week in
extra sessions with Providence and
Minnesota-Duluth. The Eagles lost
4-3 to the PC Friars in a semi-final
Thursday and were outscored 7-6 by
the Bulldogs in Friday's consolation
game.

At the Joe Louis Arena Thursday,
the story of BC's war with Providence College was once again the
play of the diminutive Friar netminder, Chris Terreri, who two
weeks earlier stymied BC in the
Hockey East finals, making a league
record 65 saves while leading the
Friars to a double-overtime victory.
This game featured much of the
same play as Terreri made an incredible 62 saves in three overtimes. It
took an Artie Yeomalikis goal 33
seconds into the third overtime to settle the score and send PC into the
finals and a dejected BC squad to the
consolation game.
The Eagles soon found themselves
in a hole as Providence jumped out
in front with three goals in a span
2:15 span.
Senior captain Tim Army got the
Friars going as he poked a loose rebound past Eagle goalie Scott Gordon at 9:05 of the first stanza.

play.
In the second period, Hobey Baker

Tim Mitchell

carries the puck into the Providence zone.
Having tallied the first goal of the the powerplay, a Dominic Camevening, the Friars were content to sit padelli slapshot from the point was
back and wait for the breaks. They tipped by junior Scott Harlow, slicweren't long in coming: 51 seconds
ing the Eagle deficit to two after one
later, a Peter Taglianetti blast from
period.
center ice found its way past GorBC continued to storm the Friar
don's glove, doubling the PC net, outshooting them 21-4 in the seadvantage.
cond, but could not even the score
Rene Boudreault increased the until the third period.
Friar lead to three, as he picked up
Twenty-seven seconds into the last
a loose puck near the BC crease, riflperiod of regulationplay, senior caping it past Gordon at 11:20.
tian Tim Mitchell recovered a loose
Like they have done all year, the puck at center ice, raced into the
Eagles bounced back. With BC on
Friar zone and wristed a well-placed
(22)

Softball

Photo by Steve Fitzpatrick

shot on goal. Terreri made the initial
save, but Campadelli picked up the
looserebound at the side of the crease
and snuck it home.
Moments later the game was tied
as a hustling Dan Shea streaked into
the PC zone, around the Friar
defense and beat Terreri to the stick
side.
BC continued to apply the
pressure, but Terreri withstood the
assault, stopping 12 Eagle shots in the
first two overtimes.
When Yeomalikis poked home Ar-

Award winner Bill Watson collected
his 49th goal of the year as he beat
Real high to the glove side at 2:09.
UMD extended their lead to two,
three minutes and 26 seconds later
when Mark Odnokon scored.
The third period featured wide
open play on both ends. Brown
scored his second goal of the game,
cutting the deficit to 4-3 at 5:49. Less
than a minute later, UMD regained
their two goal cushion.
However, BC scored the next three
goals as Dan Shea, Bob Emery and
Brown put the Eagles ahead with 7:49
left in regulation.
The Bulldogs would tic the game
at 6-6, 1:28 later while on the
powerplay, sending the game into
overtime after a mad scramble in
front of the BC net.

BC Foiled in Two 1-0 Games
By Jeff

Shmase

The bats have fallen silent. The
Boston College women's softball
team has entered the deep freeze. The
Eagles lost their second 1-0 game in
a row Saturday when Stonehill College upended BC before 68 very cold
fans at Commander Shea field.
On Friday BC fell to the
Massachusetts Minutemen in a game
that took two hours to travel to and
55 minutes to play.
Stonehill scored the lone run of the
game in extra innings on an error, a
single, and a delayed steal. BC could
only muster a weak infield singleby
Jeane Seltzer in the bottom of the
ninth. Seltzer, who was the only
Eagle to get a hit, was immediately
thrown out at second base after an

attempted steal.
It was obvious from the start that
the game was going to be a pitcher's
dual. Both hurlers, Freshman Lesley
Lane of BC, and Carolyn Brady of
Stonehill resembled Tom Seaver and
Ron Guidry in the -prime of their

careers. One run looked like it would
be good enough to win it, but the
question was when would it be
scored, as one sports reporter's hands
turned various shades of blue and
green.

Stonehill looked like they were going to win it when they led off the
sixth inning with a triple down the
right field line. Lane, however, worked herself out of the jam by retiring
the

next

three batters with ease.

Brady meanwhile, was never in
danger. The sophomore struck out

five batters and allowed just one ball
to be hit into the outfield. A break
one way or another would decide the
game. Saturday that break went to.
Stonehill.
Boston College coach Nancy
McGuire was very disappointed after
the loss. "We just haven't been hitting the ball lately. The team hits well
iv practice against a jugs gun which
throws a ball around 90 miles per
hour, but has been unable to hit in
the games," commented McGuire.
"Our pitching and defensehas been
excellent for the most part, but we
just can't score any runs."

Phot

The Eagles are now 2-4. They
travel to Connecticut Wednesday to
face the Huskies.

by

PJ

Bracly^

Commentary

Boston College's Unforgettable Man
by Jim Van Anglen

Sitting in stands at Alumni
Stadium during the past few falls,
most Boston College football fans
probably never noticed the heavy-set
gentleman standing on the sideline?
nextto the Eagles bench?balancing
on two metallic crutches.
His name was Dave Lehan.
Dave's official title was Field.
Coordinator which entailed installing
phone lines for coaches in the press
box and handling security. He also
worked extensively with Sports
Publicity Director Reid Oslin, as well
as being the Middlesex County Deputy Sheriff. Dave graduated from
Boston University in 1964 and was an
associate
member
of
the
Massachussettes Bar Association.
The crutches resulted from a
serious car accident a few years ago
but never dimmed his spirit?his
personality.
The first time 1 met Dave was on
a plane bound for State College,
Pennsylvania last fall. The destination: a BC-Penn State football game.

BC's pitching has been good thus far this season; the hitting hasn't.

Pellagrini Readies BC Nine

His jovial, easy-going nature im-'
Last week, a very good friend of
mediately struck me, and as we talk- Dave's came into the office. I had
ed in the lounge at ihe hotel later that been on several road trips with the by John Lynch
;en in the past.
evening, I knew he was a special man. two of them, and we started talking
Captain Rick Murphy (batting
The Eagles lost the game but I our experiences during the Eagles'
For the past few weeks, all of jver .360 for the past three seasons),
can't really remember or, for that 10-2 season. The last time 1 had seen
Boston College's attention has been who has been moved from first base
matter, care about the score. It was Dave was on the floor of the Cotton
on the NCAA hockey and basketball ,o right field this season, "may be the
my first road trip with the football
Bowl Stadium, in a light Texas
lournaments, as the respective Eagle best hitter in New England," said
team and if it wasn't for Dave, I
sleet/hail/rainstorm. Jubliant BC
learns made their bids for national
Pellagrini. Replacing Murphy at first,
wonder if 1 would have ever made it fans were just about through tearing championships. But now, as the days is former Shortstop Rocky Daley,
back to Boston.
down the goalposts and leaving for
grow longer and warmer, thoughts of who, despite missing nine games last
Former associates from The
the victory parties at various hotels.
spring enter our heads. Invariably, season, led the Eagles in home runs.
Height's sports staff had told me
Dave stood by a soaked, spintered spring means baseball, and for the He also clobbered a 420 foot homer
about' Dave's outgoing personable wodden table at the 50 yard line, sifpast month BC head coach Eddie
against Stetson last month, and is one
manner but 1 never really thought ting through a stack of papers. I went Pellagrini has been preparing the of the most powerful hitters around.
about it?until 1 met him in State up to him to ask about the travel arBoston College baseball team for the
College.
rangements. He smiled and started
upcoming season.
Adding to the power will be leftdiscussing what had transpired that
1 saw Dave several times after the
This season is a big one for the fielder Joe Giaquinto, a new addition
Perm State game, including the day?BC's First major bowl victory Eagle nine because it is their into the club, who possesses a quick,
Miracle in Miami and the Cotton in over 40 years.
augural season in the Big East
strong bat and good speed. "We'll be
Bowl. He never changed?the greyi hadn't seen Dave in a couple of Conference.
tough to get out this year," said
ing hair; the laugh; the constant months, so 1 asked my friend how he
Last season, the team finished at Pellagrini.
smile; the eight o'clock wake-up was doing. He stared at his shoes for
7-17, but, according to Pellagrini,
In the field, the Eagles are led by
calls. Dave always had time to talk, a moment and then looked up at me, many of those losses were very close seniors Larry Hill and Steve Simoes.
yet the conversation did not restrict
asking in a low tone, "You haven't and could easily have been victories.
Hill, the centerfielder, was the
itself to sports. A well-read, brilliant heard?"
starting
eight
this
season
conBoston
Park League's Most Valuable
The
man, Dave was the kind of guy you'd
Dave Lehan died March 21 of a sists of four seniors and four Player last summer and played
never want to play in Trivial
massive cerebral hemmorage at the juniors? so experience should not be
Pursuit?he'd probably shut you out. age of 43.
Eagle Nine, page 10
a problem for the Eagles, as it has
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Men's Swimming

Sports Briefs

Eagle's Finish With 8-3 Record

Men's Rugby

by Steve

Coming off of last week's inspiring triumph over lona College, the Boston
Collegerugby 'A' team surged over the Beacon Hill Men's Club with a 17-12
come from behind victory Saturday afternoon at St. John's Seminary.
In the first half, Beacon Hill displayed its experience by creating two on
one advantages against the BC backs, while outplaying the BC forwards in
the rucks.
At half time BC trailed 12-3, however the second half saw BC play a fine
defensive game. BC was able to capitalizeon BH's shoddy play and the BH
backs could not keep up with their BC rivals. Wing Mike Pfau, whose speed
broke the gameopen several times, set up a neat try to center Mike Carney.
flyback Vinny Rella, BC rugby's answer to Troy Stradford, erupted for
a 60 yard try to give BC a 13-12 lead it never relinquished. After stymying
a BH goal line scoring drive, scrumhalf John Edwards, playing with a mild
concussion, picked up a loose ball and sprinted the length of the field for
the game's final try.
BC's 'B' side lost it's match against BH, 16-9. The team held a 9-0 lead
at half lime, with speedy wings, Ted Hughes scoring a try and Jim Sullivan
adding a two point conversion and a three point kick. However, the BH kicking game proved to be an effective weapon against BC, and it helped bring
BH from behind to victory.
In 'C team action, a young, yet promising BC squad lost to BH 10-0,
and to Old Gold, 6-0.
Submitted by fony DiNota

Spotlight

Photo

by

PJ Itrmly

Condon

The Boston College men's swimming team finished their dual meet

season with an impressive 8-3 record,
which tied the school record for wins
in a season, and gave the team three
winning seasons in a row for thefirst
time.
The Eagles concluded their season
with a sixth place finish in the Big
East Championships held at the
University of Pittsburgh. Although
finishing sixth, there were some exceptional performances. A number
of school records were broken and
many of the Eagles had their best individual preformances in a number
of events. Kevin Kenny had an impressive meet as he garnered a time
of 21.71 in the 50 yard freestyle,
which was good enough for third
place. This was the Eagles' best individual finish ever at a Big East

swimming competition.
Jonathon Blood and Dean Schneble both had outstanding meets.
Blood broke the school record in
both backstroke events, clocking
55.80 in the 100 yard and 2:01.80 in
the 200 yard event. Schneble broke
records in both breaststroke events.
He swam the 100 yard in a time of
1:00.66, and in the 200 yard, Schneble had a time of 2:11.85. Schneble's
time in the 200 was not only a new

BC record, but was also the sixth
time this season that he has improved on his personal best.
The Eagles also broke records in
the relay events. The quartet of
Schneble, Blood, Kenny, and Mark
McCullagh set a record time of
3:40.40 in the 400 yard medley relay.
Also, Kenny, Blood, Roberto Ayala,
and Greg Greene combined to notch
a new record time of 7:16.22 in the

Kick Murphy (left) is a key member of the Boston College baseball
team. Murphy is an All-New England first basemen, who will be moved
this season to right field. Murphy has batted .360 for the past three
seasons while providing solid fielding for Eddie Pellagrini's Eagle
squad. Susan Perreault (right) is a co-captain of the Boston College
softball team. Perreault plays second base for a team which has posted
a 2-4 record thus far this spring.

800 yard freestyle.
Greg Geis continued his outstanding diving as he broke his personal
record in the one meter diving
competition.

_^

Commentary

Big East on Top of the ACC

by Mike Corcoran

superior league. But the Big East
this year?is the best.

All season long the debate raged,
which was the preeminent conference
in college basketball, the Big East or
the Atlantic Coast Conference

After two rounds the slate stood
even at one victory apiece. The
Rambling Wreck of Georgia Tech
destroyed mild mannered Jim
Boheim's Syracuse team, 70-53. BC
evened the score by upsetting Duke's

(ACQ.
Regular season matchups were too
few and far between to determine
anything, and the pundits waited
eagerly for NCAA matchups to

decide. Six ACC teams in the
NCAA's, six Big East NCAA
squads, surely there would be an
answer at last.
The answer is the Big East.

A look at the Final Four shows
three Big East teams, with the
possibility of a Big East sweep missed by a shoe size. No ACC teams successfully traveled the Road To Lexington. The Big East powers decisively defeated their ACC counterparts
in the clearest way possible?on the
court.

The record is clear. In six head to
head NCAA confrontations, the Big
East dominated, compiling a five to
one supremacy settling record. All
the games were well played, and
make no mistake, the ACC is a

?

Blue Devils 74-73. Villanova put the
Big East ahead with its 46-43 third
round come from behind win against
Lefty Dreisell's Terrapins.
But the big test was the fourth
round, with eight teams left, in which
three Final Four berths would be
decided by ACC-Big East duels.
Score it game, set, and match for
the Big East. Villanova overcame a
pitiful first half to down the legend
of North Carolina and his
overachieving Tar Heels, 56-44.
Despite having everyone in the country rooting for the Cinderella
Techsters, John Thompson guided
his foul plagued Hoyas past Bobby
Cremins' superb Georgia Tech team

in a thrilling 60-54 contest. St John's
completed the sweep the next day by
beating Jim Valvano's upstart
Wolfpack 69-60.

There were some extenuating cir-

was for all practical purposes without forward Mark
Alarie against the Eagles, and sixth
man Cedric Henderson sprained his
wrist during that contest. North
Carolina was without 6-11 forward
cumstances. Duke

Steve Hale against Villanova because
of a shoulder separation in the first
round of the tourney, and PanAmerican gold medalist point guard
Mark Price of Georgia Tech shot
three for 16 from the field against
Georgetown.
Nonetheless, Duke folded against
the BC second half onslaught. Three
6-11 frontliners should be enough for
any team, and Tech had the lead and
Pat Ewing and Ralph Dalton with
four fouls. But Cremins switched
from a zone to a man to man defense
and the Hoyas used their quickness
to decide the game with two buckets
which gave them the lead for good.
No league had ever comprised 75°/o
of the Final Foursome. In its sixth
year, the Big East has. Next year will
bring another set of hardcourt battles. But rest assured, for the
1984-1985 college basketball season
one league reigns supreme-that
league is the Big East.

The Eagle men dove ahead of the competition this season.

BC Coach Tom Groden commented, "Although we finished
sixth, we had a lot of good times, and
many guys broke records."
It should be noted that the Eagles

were invited to the New England

Championships, but were unable to
attend because of a scheduling conflict. The Big East Championships
were held the same weekend, and being a member of the Big East, BC
was obligated to compete there.
The Eagles did enjoy a successful
season, though, given their record.
Groden reflected on the season, "I
was really satisfied this season. We
finished 8-3, and with a few more
breaks, we might have won a couple
more of them."
The most impressive meet for the
Eagles was the victory over the
University of Connecticut on
February 15. This meet was a case of
'the little guy killing the giant.
UConn had been consistently top
rated in New England, while BC has
never been better than eleventh. The
Eagles travelled to Connecticut, hoping to swim well, and they came away
with a 64-49 win.
Another highlight for the Eagles
this season was the meet versus the
University of New Hampshire on
January 31. BC had never beaten
UNH before, and this year was supDosed to be no different.

by

Jeanie Bertino

Maintaining intensity will be the
key to success for the Boston College
women's lacrosse team this year, according to first year coach Charlene
Morett. The Eagles presently have a
2-1 record with 11 games remaining
in the season.
In preparation for regular season
play, BC travelled to Virginia during
spring break to compete against
Richmond and Old Dominion. The
Eagles lost both games against the
southern powers.
Back at home, BC played well in
their first game of the season against
Boston University, but came up

short, in a 10-7 loss.

"We have been getting stronger in
the second half in every game. We

potential in

Park. Pellagrini is expecting Hill to
have his best season this year.

transfers Tom Otto, a junior Iron:
Nichols, and Steve Courtney, a
sophomore from Franklin and MarThird baseman Simoes handles the shall in Ohio.

position skillfully, combining good
range, a quick glove, and a rocket
arm to provide BC with defensive
strength at the hot corner.
Rounding out the infield are shortstop Peter Flynn and second baseman
Steve Azzolini, both juniors.

The Eagles face a tough schedule,
taking on Big East powers St. John's,
Providence, and UConn six times
each, in addition to perennial opponents Harvard, MIT, Northeastern, Tufts, Brandeis, and Ho-

ly Cross.

Another junior, catcher John
Schwegman, will handle the pitchers,,
led by Mike O'Neill and
southpaw Rich Callahan, both
seniors. O'Neill had three of the
team's seven wins last year, and
possesses a strong arm and good control. Callahan is also a hard thrower,

Pellagrini feels that the club's hitting will undoubtedly be its strength,
and that if the pitching holds up, the
Eagles will be tough to beat. "We've
got a lot of good ballplayers who
want to win," said Pellagrini, "this
should be an interesting season."

Eagle Captain Lonnie Quinn commented on the two BC upsets,
"These were a couple of the biggest
victories for BC. Both teams were
better on paper, but we swam really
well, the team really got fired up."
BC Assistant Coach Joe Stockwell
added, "The UConn meet gave us
a lot of momentum going to the Big
East, and UNH

was impressive

because there were some impressive
times."
Groden gave special praise to his
graduating seniors: Lonnie Quinn,
McCullagh, Duke Maloney, and
Albert Lawrence, "I thought Lonnie
showed some strong leadership as
captain, and I liked the way the
seniors ended their careers."
Although BC will lose these four
seniors, the coaches feel that there is
a bright future for the Eagle swim
team. Stockwell noted, "There is a
strong sophomore class, and our
freshman really came around the second half of the season."

"I'm looking forward to next year.
Our older guys helped out the
younger guys a lot, and there is a lot
of promise with our freshman and
sophomore. Next year should be interesting," concluded Groden.

BC Opens With 2-1 Mark

who had been experiencing arm
troubles, but is now healthy.
Pellagrini sees

Wildcats 73-40.

Women's Lacrosse

Eagle Nine Look to Big East Season

Ucontinued from page V

The Eagles went on to surprise
everyone as they defeated the

have to work hard on maintaining intensity, playing hard from start to
finish," explained Morett.
The Eagles were able to do just
that in their next two games as they
overwhelmed Providence 14-2, and
thrashed Springfield 20-5.
In their remaining 11 games, BC
will rely on senior co-captains Noreen
Craine and Stacey Sennas to lead the
team both on and off the field.
"I look for Stacey to set up our
attack passing and scoring, and
Noreen to hold down the defense,"
commented Morett.
Also returning for BC will be AllAmerican junior attackman Joan Daly, who led the Eagles in scoring last
?

year.

BC has a young and talented supporting cast of players. The starting
lineup includes senior Sally Walker,
sophomores Pam Richards, Sheila
Watts, Kathy Delaney, Kirn
Hourihan, and Cathy O'Brien in
goal. Freshmen Paula Dynza, Beth
Delaney and Melissa Pan round out
the squad.
The Eagles play a difficult schedule
and will face formidable opponents
such as teams from the Ivy League,
the University of Massachusetts, and
the University of New Hampshire.
As far as goals for the remainder
of the season, Morett hopes to improve the team's playing intensity.
"We have been improving in every
game. As long as we can continue to
do that, we will be very competitive,"
concluded Morett.

Heights Sports
The baseball team will face the Big East this season.

Meeting Today at 4:00
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Junkyard Dogs Are Champs?For the Fun
by

Scan

of the game when Mike Massey circl-

Hennessey

ed behind the net and found Tom
Mahonev in front. Mahoney scored
on a delayed backhand to the
righthand corner to make it a 2-1
game after two periods. Meanwhile,
Arcieri faced a flurry of Doggers'

The Junkyard Dogs. Champions,

of the Intramural Hockey League.
The what?

The Intramural Hockey League.
They are a ragtag bunch, players,
most of whom were the center of attention in high school, who just
didn't have what it took to play Division 1 hockey. They are players who
find themselves trying to perhaps
capture a last glimmer of past glories,
players who find themselves playing
for the love of the game, the love of

competition.
Hockey is the sport that has been
a part of their lives since day one.
The calibre of talent is there. No
doubt about it. But with the recent
national success of the Eaglehockey
team, more and more talented
players are sought after. The talent
level of scholarship players has indeed risen. The players who aren't
sought after play intramurals. Many
have the talent to play Division 3 and
perhaps Division 2 hockey

somewhere but when the choice came
senior year in high school on whether
to go to college for hockey or
academics, the latter reigned

superior.
And with that choice came the
realization that the glory days of
hockey were over.
"This is all the hockey they have
left," said Junkyard Dog Captain
Chris O'Hara. "It gives me a glimpse of what it used to be for me."
Aside from the varsity team's obvious needs, the Boston College
Athletic Association rents the ice out

shots. Arcieri would end the game
with 25 saves.
Mike Santos would increase the
lead to two at the start of the third
period off a rebound after O'Hara's
slapshot from the left faceoff circle.

The Dempsey-Santos-O'Hara line,
incidentally, was responsible for 18
of JYD's 38 playoff points.
Mahoney tallied again with a
backhand from the lefthand side.
The Doggers Steve Switaj kept the
JYD lead at one with a rebound shot
over the sprawling Arcieri off his
own initial shot. But Dempsey put
the game away with a playbook feed
from Santos. Santos found himself
The Junkyard Dogs?lntramural Hockey Champs 1984-85
However, the league office only
to local high schools and men's
leagues. Consequently, the ice is ocallows two ex-JV players per team.
cupied throughout the day. The end They feel if 2& unlimited amount is
result is 6:00 am wakeup calls or exallowed per team, one team might
study
tended
breaks. The ice is have the opportunity of hoarding all
available to the intramural league for the top talent. Hence, there would be
7:00 am or 10:30 pm games. No time a disappearance of the parity that is
for practices.
present today.
Last year the junior varsity proThe championship game that pit
gram was cut, leaving any hopeful
the Junk Yard Dogs (JYD) against
varsity candidates out in the cold with
the Doggers was played last Sunday
no place to go.
night at 10:30 and after a men's
With the termination of the JV
league get together. Both teams had
met twice before, tying and the JYD
program, the Intramural League is
taking one later in the season.
now more of a haven than ever.

The league's top scorer, Greg
Dempsey, started the game's scoring
for JYD with a slapshot from the
right faceoff circle that ended up in
the bottom lefthand corner.
However the Doggers' Bobby
O'Brien tied the game early in the second period when he found himself
alone in front of the net after a

scramble. JYD goalie Steve Arcieri
could do nothing but look on
helplessly as O'Brien flicked a wrist
shot in the top righthand corner.
JYD would then take the last lead

alone but passed to Dempsey who
was on the lefthand side. "1 figured
it would be a lot easier for him to
shoot than me," said Santos. "He
was on his wing and 1 wasn't on

mine."
O'Brien picked up his second goal
of the night with a backhand from
the left faceoff circle in between the
legs of Arcieri to close out the championship game at 5-3, JYD. For their
efforts JYD won the Kellyc up,in the
name of former Eagle hockey coach

John "Snooks" Kelly.
"It was a great season," commented O'Hara. "It brought back
old memories."

Jim Kenny?Weight Thrower Supreme
by Scan Hennessey

He has been called the classic walkon. One who came into the track program where the sport of weight
throwing was virtually unknown and
to some extent, ignored, and turned
the sport into an interesting
commodity.
Records have been broken over

and over and over. There was never
any doubt that Jim Kenny would be
Boston College's best weight thrower
during his four years, the question
was whether Jim Kenny would be
BC's best ever.
And now in his junior year, with
school records, invitations to the ma-

jor track meets, and another year of
eligibility left, Kenny is working on
just that. But being Boston College's
best is not the only goal of this softspoken, down to earth young man.
Being a participant on the United
States Track and Field Olympic team
in 1988, however, is.

the money offered wasn't substantial
enough. West Point also wanted Kenny, and on paper, the military
academy looked like the best deal.
Graduation meant a guaranteed job,
and how many schools pay you while
at school?

During the first year's track cam\u25a1
paign
Kenny qualified for the InHoly
high
of
Cross
Coming
school in Waterbury, CT, where he door/Outdoor Eastern Track and
competed in the hammer throw, the Field Championships. It was obvious
shotput, and the discus, Jim Kenny the potential was untapped. Coming
found that his talents for throwing 16 out of high school Kenny was throwand 35 pound pieces of weight were ing distances in the 50 foot range. All
attractive to the likes of Perm State, that was needed was someone to
Connecticut, Bucknell, Boston
mold it.
"I knew that with the right trainUniversity, and Stanford. However,
out

Work Study Students
Three Work Study Positions
Available

Student Football Managers
For Information Call the Football Office
552-3010

The Blue Chips of Boston College
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ing, the right work, I would go farther,"recalls Kenny.
However, like many prospective
academy cadets, Kenny found that it
just wasn't for him. The atmosphere
never relaxed, it was a 24 hour a day
job. When 300 cadets dropped out
during the first three weeks, you had

Kenny also broke the school record

(which was a previous mark of
609/:") in the 35 lb. weight throw

by nearly 61/: feet, setting the new
at 67T". It would mark the
greatest Boston College record breaking performance ever. The record,
simply, was shattered.
to wonder.
With the arrival of Kenny, the
So he transferred.
sport of weight throwing has receivBU and Northeastern were in- ed an added dimension that it never
terested but after talking to track had expected?recognition. Jim Kencoach Jack MacDonald, Kenny ny has catapulted himself in to the
decided BC was the place. It was national spotlight.
close to home, competitive, and DiviThere is talk of Jim Kenny
sion 1. And so, after working for a
shooting for the Olympics. The talk
semester, Kenny enrolled in the Evening College and was accepted as a full is not empty-the young man from
Waterbury is serious about the 1988
time student in the fall of 1983, his
sophomore year. Due to NCAA Games. Flis event would be the hamregulations, he wouldn't be eligible mer throw, since the Olympic Games
don't recognize the 35 lb. weight
until January of 1984.
The sport of weight throwing is throw. Kenny's throwing range at
complex. It involves mechanics, this point hovers in the 200 foot
technique, weight training, speedand range. Kenny will shoot for the
talent. Jim Kenny realizes this. Jim Olympics if "I can break a 230 by the
Kenny has become a student of the ned of next year. Then I would prosport.
bably move out to California for two
"He studies the sport," said teamyears to train."
mate and fellow weight thrower Jim
Kenny's roomate, McCullogh,
Browne. "He really knows his competed in the 1984 Games in Los
mechanics. If I do something wrong Angeles for Ireland and has aims for
he's there to point it out. He's a hard '88 as well. McCullogh has no doubts
worker, very disciplined about what
as to the chances of Kenny. "He
might even be able to throw a 230 by
he does."
th end of this year, if he can stay
"I knew I could be fairly successful
away
"As
from injuries. With the OlymKenny.
long
level,"
at any
said
there
is a certain aura that goes
pics
I
set
to
1
my
something,
as
mind
along with it. It doesn't matter if you
knew I could do it."
have never have won a nationals. To
Following a summer of weight
make the Olympics is an athlete's
training, Kenny appeared ready to
dream.
come into his own with the 35 lb.
into
his
own
weight throw. And come
"Fle's ambitious. He wants to get
he did. During his junior year campaign Kenny would capture the Big to '88. it would be a big goal for him.
If he keeps on training then there is
East title, place second in the New
England's (this finish within the top a high possibility."
From past Olympian to potentialthree qualified him for the All-East
ly a future Olympian. Boston Colteam), and receive what perhaps is
lege's Jim Kenny; the one who
the most gratifying honor of all,
brought weight throwing from
selection to the All-American team.
obscurity to national prominence;
With this selection, Kenny became
one,
in the words of Coffey, that "
only the fourth All-American at the
broken
the school record more
Tony
Flutie,
has
school, joining Doug
I have ever seen. But
times
than
runner
Country
Thurman, and Cross
know
it. He's very down
never
you'd
Clopeck.
John
just
another facet to him
to earth. It's
At this year's nationals Kenny
He
simply does what
placed fifth but, second among as an athlete.
do";
one
whose goals are
he
has
to
American weight throwers. In the
country in inNo.
I
in
the
to
finish
track,
powers
the traditional
sport of
72 feet;
throw
year
next
and
Eurodoors
through
the
partially
recruit
to
contend
with
one who will be one
pean track circuit. At this year's nacircuit.
year's
next
during
tionals, three of the top five were

from Europe.

record

Jim

Kenny-

the classic walk-on.
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The Heights Big East All-Star Selections
First Team

Second Team

Freshman Team

C Pat Ewing, Georgetown
F Ed Pinkney, Villanova
F Andre McCloud, S. Hall
G Chris Mullin, St. John's
G Michael Adams, BC

C Bill Wennington, St. J's
F Walter Berry, St. John's
F Roger McCready, BC
G Michael Jackson, G-T
G Dwayne Washington, SU

C Rony Seikaly, Syracuse
F Skip Barry, Boston C.
F Charles Smith, Pitt.
G Demetrius Gore, Pitt.
G Michael Brown, Syr.

Coach of the Year

Player of the Year

Freshman of the Year

Gary Williams, Boston C.

Charles Smith, Pittsburgh

Patrick Ewing, G-T

Williams Satisfied With Season
Editor's Note: This a season ending interview with Gary Williams.
The Heights' sports staff would like
to thank Coach Williams and the'
Boston College Athletic Association;
including Athletic Director Bill
Flynn, Sports Information Director
Reid Oslin and Assistant SID John
Conceison, for all of their help and
support this past season.
by Jeff

Shmase

Did the team exceed your expectations that you had at the beginning
of the year?
"I try not to put any limits on the
team. We exceeded the expectations
of people outside our conference. 1
knew our team was going to be pretty good because of the way we worked in practice and how we were
developing during the year. I knew
the league was going to be the
toughest it had ever been. We just
wanted to compete on a level equal
to that of a Georgetown, or a St.

John's."

Were you surprised.that the team

was selected to the NCAA tournament after ending the regular seson
with four consecutive losses?
"No I wasn't. Our power rating
which is determined by the NCAA
Selection Committee had been good
all year. Even with the losses they

took into consideration our strength
of schedule, and the way we played
outside the conference."
It seemed to me that the seniors

played their best basketball in the
tournament games. Could you

comment?
"I think they did. They all have
had good tournament experience.
Michael was great for us all year. He

played especially well in the later
stages of the game. He was a great
clutch player for us. He was just
selected by the National Association

If you had to do it all over again,
would you have not called the
timeout with 14 seconds to go against
Memphis St?
"I would have done it the same
way. That's our style. We won the
Texas Tech game by employing the
same strategy. We had to go with

what got us there. The worst part of
it all was that the pass hit Roger's
foot which was a bad break. If it
didn't bounce off his foot he could
have saved it because he had some
time. It was frustrating, because we
thought we could beat Oklahoma
with our pressure. We were playing
well and were confident that we could

of Basketball Coaches to participate
in the East-West All Star game in
Lexington, Kentucky this weekend.
Stu Primus played well. He shot very beat anyone."
Could you comment about the
well against Memphis State and was
always looking for his shot. Mark freshman recruits Dana Karros, Steve
Schmidt had played as a freshman in Benton, and Kelly Munroe, as well
the tournament. He gave us some as Greg Cole who may be coming
quality minutes aginst Duke which here?
"Greg Cole is a true blue seven
surprised some people but not our
footer. He has good hands, runs the
team. Terrence Talley was tremencourt well and has good raw material.
dous for us the last month."
Was this your most satisfying year He needs to work on his strength but
as a coach at BC, considering the could be a force in a year or so. Seton
talent differential between the 82-83 Flail is also after him. Dana Barros
will try to replace Michael (Adams).
squad and the 84-85 team?
"Yes, 1 think it was. These guys Fie could contribute early but will
knew they were going to be good. split time with Jamie Benton next
They played very hard every game. year. Steve Benton is a 6-5 forThey were mentally ready to play all ward/guard from Philadelphia. He
31 games which is hard to do over a was voted the outstanding player in
the Alhambro Classic which featured
long season."

Phot

by

PJ

Brady
Williams has reason to be happy after his team's preformance.
right now. Villanova has beaten some
many outstanding players from
good teams in North Carolina,
Catholic high schools. He's strong,
Maryland, and Michigan without
smr>rt, and handles the ball well. Kelshooting the ball well in the first half.
ly Munroe is 6-4, very quick, and a
If Pinckney and company take the
good shooter from the outside. These
ball right at Memphis State's big peoplayers fit well into our plarft of
ple then they should win."
replacing Adams, Primus, Schmidt,
When coaches quit or are fired,
Talley."
and
your name often comes up as a possiWho do you like to win the reble replacement. What is your status
maining games in the tournament,
here, and if the right offer comes up
and why?
would you entertain the thought of
"I like Georgetown, they're the
Normally
leaving?
country.
best team in the
thought
win
it.
I
St. John's could
"The reason my name comes up is
Georgia Tech had the best chance to
because people think I can't be happy coaching in a fieldhouse. Also
beat the Hoyas because of theirsize.
other coaches like to throw my name
Georgetown just has too many
weapons. They have great players,
around so it could hurt our
play great defenseall over the court,
recruiting. I listen to offers, but I'm
very happy here. This is a great
and their fast break is tremendous.
1 like Villanova to beat Memphis
league to be in right now and 1 have
State. They're playing great defense
no intention of leaving."
Gary

Boston College Will Surely Miss This Quartet
cerning coach Gary Williams, Adams
commented, "He deserves a lot of
When Memphis State's Andre credit," especially with the team's
Turner scored with one second relack of size and talent.
maining to knock Boston College out
Personally, Adams felt he proof the NCAA basketball tournament, gressed as a player and a person in
he not only ended the surprising 1985 his four years at the Heights. The
competitiveness of the Big East,
BC basketball season, but the collegiate careers of Michael Adams, regarded as the nation's top collegiate
Terrence Talley, Stu Primus, and basketball conference, is what
Mark Schmidt as well.
brought along Adams as a player.
These four combined to con"You come to play every night. It
solidate the togetherness and team
unity which carried this year's team
to the Final Sixteen. When the Eagles
lost their last four regular season
games, many surmised they should
not have even been invited to the
NCAA's. From the beginning of the
season, however, these four seniors
helped to form the team mindset that

by

Scott Burns

Talley, a starting forward, concurred with Adams on many aspects of
the team's season, but added, "This
could have been the year." Talley
thought the team was able to turn
limited expectations to its advantage.
With no pressure to win, the team
went out and played its own game
and the players had to look to
themselves for the winning drive,
thus drawing them together as a unit.
As the season progressed, BC became

especially complementary of
Williams. "He is brilliant!" said
Talley, pointing out Williams's
coaching talents, which are usually
underestimated, according to Talley.
Looking over the past season,
Talley thought he did his jobfor the
team as best he could. "1 earned my
spot," said Talley. He also felt obliged to take a little pressure off of
Adams by picking up some of the
leadership. After the loss to Memphis

they were going to the tourney and

furthermore were going to win the
whole tourney.
Adams said he was "comfortable"
as captain for the third year in a row
and felt the Eagles did so well because
they looked to themselves since no
one counted on the Eagles to do well
this season. "We hung in as a team.
We relied on ourselves," said Adams.
With that kind of attitude, BC's
diminutive guard led the squad into
the NCAA's with a self-reliant confidence. From that point, having
been well prepped with the regular
season in the Big East, Adams said
they were "never surprised" to beat
some of the top ranked teams. He
summed up the team feeling, saying,
"If we play well as a team, we are
capable of beating everybody." Con-

"It was sad, but
having
gotten as far as
felt good""
they did. Having reached the
NCAA's three out of his four years
here, Talley considers himself fortunate because so many players
dream of making it just once. Talley
is proud to say that he too will be
State, Talley said,

brings out the best in me," recounted

Adams.
Though the four years passed
quickly, he said, "The basketball
program helped me progress as a person." It is particularly noteworthy
that Adams will be graduating on
time.
Now it is time to look to the future
for Adams. He wants a chance to
play professionally and feels he
deserves "a legitimate shot" at the
NBA. In the East vs. West All Star
game in Kentucky, Adams will be
getting more exposure as guard for
the East squad. Adams summed his
four years here by saying, "I hope
people know I gave my best effort
out there."

the team nobody wanted to play.
pointed out two key figures
who helped the Eagles overcome their
weaknesses. He complemented
Adams, saying he was the man who
kept the team spirit alive and
motivated all season. Talley was

graduating on time from BC.
Primus, who broke into the starting lineup late last year at guard, was
set back this year because of missing
the first five games due to academic
reasons. Having made up three
courses last summer, he needed only
to take five courses in the fall and
spring semesters in order to graduate
on time. But he was held back
academically and hence athletically.

He joined the team six games into the
season, but by then Coach Williams
had the starting lineup set and Primus
found himself in a role position. "I
had to readjust to the situation. 1 had
to do the best for the team at that
point," explained Primus.
Though he felt somewhat
frustrated in his new role off the
bench, by the end of the season he
felt he was starting to live up to his'
potential. Primus was "very pleased
going to the NCAA's" and felt that
the team could have gone all the way.
"I had a pretty good tournament,"
said Primus, but still expressed incredulity about the loss to Memphis
State, saying, "I almost froze." In
this tournament, he felt he had grown
to the point where the tournament
was all basketball and winning, a
contrast to his freshman year when
he was awed by the excitement.
Primus has a somewhat unclear
future, but depending on his basketball plans, he might be found on
Alumni Field next fall with the football team. In any case, he will
definitely be getting his degree this
summer.
Senior Mark Schmidt didn't get a
lot ofplaying time, but looked "on his
four years at BC as a way of advancing himself academically, athletically, and socially. Though he sensed an
"empty feeling" on the bench,
Schmidt found it satisfying playing
for a winner.
Though BC will replace .these
seniors, their leadership and ability
will be missed.
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// was fabulous studying across from you. Hearing your pen
scurry over the note paper; seeing your eyes dart back and
forth like a pair of tropicalfish. Thanks for the memories.
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SPECIAL WINE SALE:

LIQUOR SPECIALS:

Pouilly-Fuisse $5.99
Puligny-Montrachet $4.99
Meursault $4.99
Beaujolais Villages $4.99
Cotes Durhone $3.99
\u2605 '82 Bordeaux $2.50-$4.99
\u2605 2 For $5.00 Spring Wine Sale

\u2605
\u2605

\u2605
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Get Acquainted Special! j
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IT'S NEW

A private practice devoted to
reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
* F fee Pregnancy Testing
? Birth Control
* Premenstrual Syndrome
Giving private care for less
t ian c mc care Don't you
deserve the best?

731-0060

l
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\u25a0IgivfiT'l

1191 CENTRE ST.
NEWTON CENTRE

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)
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Complete GYN Exam

?
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PAP Smear
Control Counseling
? Birth
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills

$45.00

SUITCASES
\u2605 Lite $9.99 plus dep.
\u2605 Busch $8.79 plus dep.
Schlitz $8.99 plus dep.
h $9 - 9 Plu dep
.-.dep.
\u2605 Old Milwaukee $7.99 plus
m.

2E £,

? /

Bailey's Irish Cream $12.99 7.5 Itr.
Gilbert's Vodka $7.99 1.75 Itr.
Kahlua $9.99 750 ml.
Barcardi Rum $11.99 Itr
Dewar's Scotch $18.99 1.75 Itr.
\u2605 Absolut Vodka $11.99 1.0 Itr.
Crown Royal $15.99 1.0 Itr.

BEER BLAST SPECIALS:
Becks $14.99 plus dep.
Heineken $14.99 plus dep.

=====================

Kegs
g Available-Discount

=====

FULL SELECTION OF WINES AT SUPERLQW PRICFS g
PLEASE: Mass. Driver's License or Liquor ID Only
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BC Professor Examines Soviet Foreign Policy
M continued from page 2

"given what a leadercould have, he's
to having what he has got to

close

Possible Innovations in the USSR
A young, vivacious Soviet leader
is not necessarily good for the United

States, said Carlisle. He noted that

have," said Carlisle.
Gorbachev does, however, face a
system which has become "more
devolved" over the past few years
allowing power to gravitate away
from the center.
Since "in the Soviet Union what

for the past several years, "while not
in any state of paralysis, it is certainly
really counts is personnel, not
not in a state of going forward."
policy," according to Carlisle, GorWith Gorbachev, Carlisle said bachev will now look to positioning
'.'they have got to break some some of his own men, while "removground," by making some innova- ing the bad apples." This will set the
tions, though not fundamentally dif- stage for innovation and attempts at
ferent changes. "He has got to pro- making the Soviet system more
duce," remarked Carlisle. In terms efficient.
However, no radical changes will
of power to carry out his plans,

I

WEIL GIVE YOU A CUT ON
THE BEST CUT IN TOWN

be forthcoming, said Carlisle who
commented, "Nothing succeeds like
success and nothing fails like failure
[in the USSR]." This is part of the
reason the leadership has previously
spent more time procrastinating than

interests, Carlisle stated he sees a
stabilization in foreign policy and a
weakening of the military
bureaucracy. Gorbachev comes in at
a "veryopportune" time for a relaxation with the West, said Carlisle.

With the gradual reforms that will
take place, Carlisle said he envisions
a move away from communist
ideological ideals. "I'm not suggesting they are going to have to
adopt laissez-faire, but they have got
to adopt the profit motive," as well
as an improved system of accounting

As far as the future summit talks

making moves.

are concerned, Carlisle said he
foresees the USSR playing with
numbers and making some cutbacks.
Part of the reason for this, suggested
Carlisle, was because the Soviet
Union is "like a big boa constrictor,
they are digesting Afghanistan."

and incentives.

Carlisle pointed out that those who
profit from this inefficiency will pose
as obstacles to reforms. Thus, Carlisle said he forsees the role of the
secret police being enhanced by the
crack down of internal corruption.

\

WASH, CUT AND STYLING
$10.00 For Him and $13.50 For Her

Carlisle declared, "Anyone who
studies the Soviet Union and isn't a
fool or a knave or who doesn't allow
wishful thinking, knows it's gone."
Therefore, Carlisle said the Soviet
Union's agenda is full with domestic
affairs and Afghanistan and,
ironically, the Soviets will say "The
whole thing started over Afghanistan
and in the end we are going to make
them forget Afghanistan," or in

...Friends Don't Scam Friends

Newton Center
244-8900

R.A.P.P.
*

(Revolutionary Anti-Pyramid People's Party)
?_

Decisions,
Decisions,
Decisions!

Successful
Paralegal Careers
Begin at Adelphi
The Oldest & Largest American Bar
Association-approved program in New York.

As a nursing senior, you're about to make
one of life's most important decisions!

?

?

Here's why you should seriously consider New Rochelle Hospital Medical Center for your
first and most important nursing experience:

?

A Tradition of Quality and Excellence.

?

This 480-bed teaching hospital/Skilled Nursing Facility has a well-established reputation for
high quality Primary Nursing care and a staff of thoroughly qualified nursing professionals

?

who really care.

?

Locations The Best of Both Worlds.

?

Classes in Garden City, Huntington and
Manhattan.
3-Month Day, 6-Month Evening program.
More than 750 New York-area employers have
hired our graduates.
Adelphi graduates have found employment in 31
states and in over 145 cities from coast to coast.
Employment Assistance provided.
Internship opportunities.
NYS Guaranteed Student Loans available.

A desirable Westchester suburban community just 30 minutes from the excitement of New
York City, and accessible to local beaches, recreational and cultural activities.

A recruiter will be on campus
Thursday, April 11
Contact the Career Placement Office
for an appointment.

Professional Rewards.

An economic package that recognizes individual contributions, keeps pace with growth, and
includes a comprehensive array of employee benefits.
Please call or write Betty Martuscello, RN, Recruitment Coordinator for more
information, (914) 632-5000 ext. 3752.

Rochelle Hospital Medical Center

16 Guion Place, New Rochelle, NY 10802

an equal opportunity employer m/f
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counts payable department must

check for, according to Mills
According to Beckwith and Mills,
Purchasing's buyers do establish
relationships with outside vendors for
a "combination of cost savings and
service reliablity," Beckwith said.
For example BC purchases most of
its liquor through Murrays' Liquor
in Newton, and books travel through
Garber or Fox Travel.
Of Greaney's liquor purchases at
Longwood Liquor, Mills said, "to requisition a check for Murray's?l
guess 1 could do that if I could find
someone who'd sign it without asking. I guess that's the way it happened. Keep in mind, until recently you
only needed one signature."
"A buyer in the Purchasing
Department would have more common sense to question" improprieties
such as deviation from using
established vendors or discretionary
line items, but a clerk in the accounts
payable office is "less likely to question," Mills said. All a clerk need
check for, Mills reiterated, is the
department's account number, and
sufficient funds.
A liquor purchase such as
could have been made
under a budgetary line item like
"meetings and meals"; but the
clerks' only responsibilty are those
two things, Mills said. "1 suppose
that is why we now require two
signatures?as
an
additional
safeguard," Mills concluded.

Your Buck Stops There!!!

1229 Centre street

\u25a0

Ucontinued from page 3

Make Others
Rich....
\
Support Your
/
Local Pyramid
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#New ..

Safeguards
Implemented

USSR] are digesting Afghanistan.'
?Prof. Donald Carlisle

Due to this concern with domestic

YSj] J

presented with is a young competent
Soviet leader in the Kremlin. Carlisle warned it was not his smile that
got him in the position he is today.

'Like a big boa constrictor they [the

Foreign Affairs

I If

other words, "when it's all over we
will have Afghanistan and there will
be good Soviet-American relations."
Therefore, what the world is

A

Free Booklet on Paralegal Careers
The Lawyer's Assistant Program
Adelphi University
Garden City, LI, NY 11530
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by John E.

victim was transported to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital for treatment.

Hatem
March 19

4:57 am: BC Police, along with the
Newton Fire Department, responded to a fire alarm at St. Mary's Hall.
They found the system had been been
activated by a wiring fault in the
street box.

March 20
4:38 pm: Some food was reported
missing from a modular apartment.
No acceptable explanation was given
for the incident.
4:52 pm: BC Police responded to
a report of an injured party in Campion Hall. Upon arrival, they found
the victim had fallen and hit a platform, causing a facial injury. The

March 21

6:21 pm: A medical report was filed on a student who sustained an eye
injury while playing water polo in the

sports complex. He was transported
to the infirmary for treatment.
11:11 pm: BC Police responded to

the rear of Edmond's Hall on a
report of someone throwing articles
out of.a window. Officers found a
case of beer had been thrown from
a window. The room was located and
the residents were reprimanded.
March 22
3:45 am: A disturbance was

reported in Welch. An illegal party
was found, and all the. kegs at the

confiscated. A non-student was
escorted off campus and issued a
party

tresspass warning. Approximately ten

minutes later, the non-student, Brian
Lannon of Lawrence, Massachusetts
returned and was arrested criminal
tresspass.

7:59 am: A student, who had
fainted and fallen, knocking himself
unconscious in Keyes North, was
transported to St. Elizabeth's for
treatment.

9:35: A student ID was confiscated
in Edmonds Hall. The ID did not
belong to the person in possession of
it.
March 23
1:37: BC Police responded to a
disturbance at Fitzpatrick Hall. They

found a non-student had broken inhis girlfriend's room and assaulted
her. When she attempted to call BC
Police, he destroyed the phone.
Joseph M Mulrey, Jr. of South
Boston was arrested for malicious
destruction of personal property and
trespassing.
9:54 pm: BC Police responded to
O'Neill Library on a report of indecent exposure. The suspect was stopped by arriving officers as he was
leaving the area and was was stopped
by police and identified by the victim. An investigation revealed the
to

suspect had

mooned the victim on a

dare.
March 24
1 :20 am: On a routine patrol, BC

Police observed a male walking down
Perimeter Road with a motor
scooter. Investigation revealed the
scooter had been stolen and John G.
Chakalis of Newton, Massachusetts
was arrested for larceny of a motor
vehicle.

\u25a0 I '42 am: A

motor vehicle was found
the lawn at the Barry
Pavillion. Police found the driver was
a BC student incapable of driving.
The keys were taken from the driver
and a resident student with him took
him to his room for the night.
March 25
1:57 pm: a camera was stolen from
a Townhouse resident while he was
visiting Gonzaga.

parked on

Resource Center Offers Advice to Women
by Laura Spinale
Though many people may pass

with the yearly staff turnover, but she
did cite three perennial WRC aims:
first, to provide feminist resources,
(i.e. books and periodicals) to BC
students; second, to program discussions and lectures dealing with
women's issues; and third, to provide
women with a place to discuss
women's issues with those who
understand. "I wouldn't call it
counseling, but that's what we do
Woodworth.
here,"
stated
"Sometimes people just need someone to talk to."

from the McElroy mail room to the
Eagle's Nest without ever noticing a
door on the left marked "Women's
Resource Center (WRC)," the center
serves as an active
body, a reference center, and, finally, as a quiet place where women can
go to communicate with other
women.
The Women's Resource Center is
open from 10 am to 4 pm Monday
through Friday, and is staffed by five
work-study students and one salaried
When asked if she had much
coordinator, Boston College second-hand experience with exgraduate student Carol Woodworth. amples'of seX'discrimination on camWhen asked to describe the purpus (i.e. certain stereotypical propose of the WRC, Woodsworth fessors favoring male over female
stated the goals of the center change students, as detailed in a recent issue

Looking for a place
to live?
All-Bright Realty
has the largest selection of apartments
available to BC students. Off-campus
apartments are currently the living source
for most upperclassmen and virtually all
grad students. Our selection varies from
modest apartments at prices below BC
housing to luxury residences and condominiums, for the more discriminating.
May-August, especially July will be the
prime times to rent September apartments. A wide selection of June apartments is currently available.

for $50 off
placement fee!
(expires August 31, 1985)

of the Affirmitive Action Newsletter), Woodworth replied,"! think
that women are treated that way and
they just think that's the way women
are supposed to be treated. I think it
is a matter of women recognizing
when they are being discriminated
against, rather than just believing
that [discrimination] is a way of
life."
"Some women here have feminist
attitudes," continued Woodworth.
"but they wouldn't label themselves

feminists. They think that label is
scary and negative."
"People here don't know what
feminism is," stated Christine
O'Brien, a work-study staff member
at the WRC. "Either that or they
don't even think about it. Or they are
scared by it, scared by the fact that
men consider other men 'assertive,'
but women are 'aggressive.'
Woodworth expressed some concern over the image that she believes
some students have of the WRC.

us."

The Women's Resource Center is
sponsoring a social for all interested
parties Thursday, April 11, from 3:00
until 5:30 pm.
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"Some people have a negativeimage
of us, and l don't know how they get
it, because the staff here changes
every year and the place changes with
us," she said. "What we want to get
across to people is that we are what
you want us to be. If you have a problem with the center, come in and tell

900 HUNTINGTON AYE.
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Celebrate the Arrival of Spring with a

W

Barrel from Boston's Largest Selection
of Domestic and Imported Kegs,
Including Coors.
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FREE DELIVERY!

Kap'n Keg says friends
', don't let friends drink
and drive.

Call: 277-7990, 277-7837, 277-6195

1247 Commonwealth Aye.
Allston, MA 02134
783-9151

VIDEO BIZ

Of Newton
Rent A Video Recorder
for as low as $7.95/day
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from a library of over 2000 movies for
only $2.00/day. such as Big Chill, Buckaroo
Bonzai, Star Trek 111, Revenge of.the Nerds,
1 Romancing the Stone, Splash, and many more.

You choose suntan lotions by number?depending on how much protection you need from the sun. Now, thanks to Carrera, you can do the same
with sunglass lenses

A PERFECT BLEND OF SPORT AND FUNCTION

Carrera's wide variety of lenses allows each person to choose the right

sunglasses for every situation.
C-60
C-80
Moderate Protection
Strong Protection
For the fashionable look,
Perfect for winter, water

leisure sports, and the
beach.

\u25a0 1280 Centre St., Picadilly Square

I

I

Newton Centre, MA 02159

(Between Rosenfield's Bagels and Adolph's Sports)

965-7120

and motor sports. Even
mountain climbing.

C-100
Greatest Protection
For extreme conditions
when facing a glaring
sun that's intensified by
reflected snow or water.

Lenses for every light condition. Only from Carrera.
For more information
1-800-631-1612ext 302
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Thomas Plans To Revamp UGBC Structure
Mcontinued from page /
Senate and was nominated Senate
chairperson.
Thomas said he learned the bylaws, the constitution and the other
legislative details involved in being a
Senate chairperson. During this time,
Thomas said he observed Art Laske's
administration and began considering the Presidency in his future. "The
idea was put into my mind. I saw
what had to be done and l knew I
could do a good job. I saw a lot of
room for improvement," Thomas

reflected in a recent interview.
Thomas began his quest in October, when he relinquished his duty
as Senate chairperson, to seriously

5i

Delicious

BAKERY
PIES .'

what to do and where to go. I want
to retain these people and recruit
others who will lead these new people. As I've said before, experience
is not that important, in the first couCommittee awareness events such as ple of weeks, anyone can learn their
Awareness Day and tailgates, to "get position," Thomas explained.
across the idea of the barriers faced
Thomas said has a plan to revamp
be handicapped students" like the UGBC structure, which he proposes to rename the "Student
himself.
Government of Boston College." As
campaign
Now that the successful
has ended, Thomas has begun the in- well as the president and executive
vice-president, Thomas plans to add
itial step in planning a government
choosing the members of his ada completely separate branch which
ministrative cabinet.
will be concerned with carrying out
"We want to maintain a balance the new President's "Thomas' Probetween the new and enthusiastic, yet mises" and other ideas.
inexperienced workers and the exThis branch will consist of an
perienced workers who.alreadyknow Assistant to the President, who will
head a task force of threeenthusiastic
?
Cookies \Oneclal~]
"trouble shooters." Besides those
\WC/te?£#. /
' responsibilities, these four members
will have voting privileges in the
Cabinet. In addition, a research team
will be appointed to assist Thomas by
providing facts and materials that
need to be investigated.
work on major university issues he
would address if he campaigned.
In addition, he took the job of running the Senate elections and forums
as well as programmingHandicapped

?
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To simplify the complicated net-

work of titles in the UGBC cabinet,
Thomas will propose to rename all
the Cabinet members "directors,"
and committee heads will be

Phot

elude splitting the large Programming Committee into smaller committees that will deal with specific events,
by
such as concerts, the RAT Concert
Series and the Lecture Series on an
individual basis.
"1 would like to see BC co-sponsor
the lecture series, from the contingency fund, so we can raise the academic
notariety up to par with the athletics
at BC," noted Thomas.
Thomas said he also plans to suggest a raise in the student activity fee,
from $32 to $36, to increase programming, to keep students on campus, in response to the new alcohol
policy which is alleged to have forced many students off campus to
socialize.
Seeing the transition into the Thomas is starting to "take care of
presidency as "smooth," Thomas business."
said, "I'm anxious to move in and
Thomas added, "1 have no
of
Upon
completion
grudges.
Anyone who wants to appthe
get started."
the Cabinet appointments, Thomas'
ly for a position is welcome,
regardless of who they are or whose
initial concerns are attaining a student section in Alumni Stadium, campaign they worked for. We are
since ticket printing will begin soon, one student body and we are one student government. I'd like to thank
and a contract with Bayßanks for a
to
for electing me and I'm very
everyone
present
to
be
cash
checks
cashier
optimistic about this year."
on campus.

Michel
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J "managers." Other proposals
\u2666.......: Thomas said he hopes to enact in-
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qualify and leave a deposit.
What's-more Avis has low daily. weekly and weekend rates
Plus ver y sPecial half day and
overnight rates. And every
Avis rental includes unlimited
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Avis fea ures GM cars.

Chevy Celebrity.

°

So the next time you need a
car, put the quality and service
f Avis l work for y° u
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If you're at least eighteen
ecau Avi « trying harder
years old, with college 1.D., a
for
colle^e students.
major credit card and a
driver's license, Avis will be
happy to rent a car to you. No
-rcdit card? You're still okay
at Avis if you're at least 19
with college I.D. and can cash

?

Jean McMillan
at the Heights
Wednesday

This offer limited

to rentals at
our West Newton, Washington
Street location only. For information and reservations, stop
in or call Avis:

See Jean for details about her Birthday Party

LOVE YOUNG
CHILDREN?
LIKE WORKING

969-5550
J229 Washington St
West Newton, MA
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OUTDOORS?
Unit Leaders and WSl's needed for NCSC's Junior Day
Camp for Children ages 2-6 at 785 Centre St., Newton
Centre. Call: Patti Place, 969-5906.

The University Chorale of Boston College
presents

A 30th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
Commemorating

DR. C ALEXANDER PELOOUIN'S 30TH YEAR
As Director of the Chorale

Sunday, April 14
3 PM
Symphony Hall, Boston

Tickets:

$11', $9, $7"
$10, $8, $6 with
student ID
$9, $7, $5, with party
of 20 or more.

1
I

Tickets Available at McElroy Ticket Booth
of Lyons 427, 552-4306.

I

Busses will leave McElroy at 2:00 and Symphony Hall

I

after the concert at no extra charge.
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Shannon Says Positive View of US Declining
Europe.
"In Western Europe the US is

Mcontinned from page 2

respected for its technical accomplishments," stated Shannon. H.e
added that Western Europeans have
an "immense admiration for
American culture."
"The general attitude of Europeans is to like Americans," said
Shannon.
He asserted that there are three
groups in Western European
countries ?the general public, the
business and political establishment
and the intellectual elite.
The generalpublic and the business
and political establishment is proAmerican, claimed Shannon. "The
US is perceived as the last bastion of
capitalism," he said.
Anti-Americanism is most
prevalent among the intellectual elite,
asserted Shannon. "Among the intellectual elite the fear of nuclear warfare is stronger than the fear of communism," he explained.
Shannon asserted members of the
intellectual elite believe, "The best
thing to do [to avoid war] is to stand
apart from them [the US and the
Soviet Union]."
Leftists (the intellectual elite)
believe that the "best way to avoid
war is to make Europe nuclear free,"
said Shannon.
Shannon also claimed that Western
Europe lacks self-confidence and
Europeans do not believe they can
resist the Soviet Union alone. "What
it [Western Europe] wants from the
US is strength and consistency," he
said.
Former president Jimmy Carter
was "much more deferential to European opinion," stated Shannon. He
added, "They [Europeans] saw him
as a man too open to persuasion."
"They do not wish to be consulted,
they wish to be led," said Shannon.
White, a strong critic of the
Reagan Administration's policy in
Central America, blamed US image
problems in Central America to a
large degree on US policy in thai

I can tell you, ladies and gentlemen,

it was difficult for an American, if
he or she carried an American
passport to do anything wrong,"
commented Eilts.
This positive image of Americans
and the US government has almost
entirely disappeared, said Eilts.
"There is much more criticism of the
US [today]. The charge is made that
the US has turned its backs on its
own set of cherished values, at least
so far as they are applied to the Middle East."
Eilts said the Middle Easterners
held unrealistic expectations of the
US. "They expect more of us than
they had a right to expect. They did
so because they did not know us."
"Among Arabs there is a general
view that the US is almost entirely
pro-Israeli, that when it speaks well
or suggests or speaks well of Arabs
or suggests that it wants to be
evenhanded that this is no more than
hypocrisy," said Eilts.
"Because of the view that exists on
the part of Arabs, from Morocco to
Iraq, of the perceived American bias,
prejudice, favoritism towards Israel,
we tend to be distrusted, our
credibility is badly damaged with the
Arab states," Eilts asserted.
Eilts said that Israelis are equally
suspicious of<JS actions toward the
Arabs. "They are not convinced that
when we say we are irrevocably on
the side of Israel, our concern with
Israel's security, that we might not at
some point sell Israel down the
river," he explained.
Political and military defeats suffered by the US have also affected the
US image in the Middle East, claimed Eilts. "The belief exists that
anything we want to do we can do,
if it is not done through overt military
aid that it can be done through the
CIA oj some other indirect fashion."
"No one, friend or foe in the Middle East could believe that the US
would allow the Shah of Iran to fall region.
White identified four major actor.'
and to fall in the way he did," said
in Central American countries
Eilts.
"The perception is there that we rich, ihe poor, the military and the
allowed our principal friend and alCatholic Church?each of which has
ly in the Middle East, the Shah of a different perception of the US.
Iran, to fall without lifting a hand to
In 1968 "the Church pulled out
try to save him." Eilts said this
created doubts about US commitments among other Arab governments, such as Saudi Arabia, with
which the US had made security

one leg of the tripod" supporting

Central American

governments when

the Latin American bishops' meeting
that year concluded that the poor
have a right to obtain their equitable
share of the country's wealth as well
as the direction of the country.
The wealthy and the poor had different reactions to the results of the
bishops' meeting, stated White. The
wealthy "characterized those new

preachings as communism, as marxism," he explained.
White noted the poor began to
form labor unions and other institutions. The poor, who had been

to0

0

*

previously taught to be patient and
that they would get their "rewards"
in a future life, began to regard their
situation in a different way, said
White.
White sharply criticzed current US
policy under President Reagan. He
charged the Reagan administration
created the Kissinger Commission,
which studied the situation in Central AmericaV_and made recommendations for future US policy towards
that region, to provide an "intellectual backdrop" for its policies.
The Kissinger Commission attributed the turmoil in Central

o

our history."
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America partly to domestic conditions but stressed the role of outside
influence, said White. "It advocates
as the primary measure to stem this
threat [the outside influence] huge
amounts of military assistance."
White added they perceive the US
as "looking for a military solution to
Central America's problems."
To change the United States'
negative image in Central America
the US should "stop thinking of Central America as our backyard" and
'listen to Latin accents [voices]
which-we have not done throughout
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agreements.

Eilts stated that two other factors
which affect the US image in the
Middle East are the Iran-Iraq war
and the rise of Islamic fundamentalism. "The view exists throughout
the Arab world that it was the US
that was somehow responsible for the
initial Iraqi attack on Iran," he said.
Consequently there is' a belief in
the Arab world that the US can end
the Iran-Iraq war and that since it
has not it must have an ulterior
motive for doing so, said Eilts.
Shannon, an ambassador to
Ireland under former President Jimmy Carter, had a more optimistic
report on the US image in Western
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get left behind
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to get a college loan because we

you out

I test prep services I
I 665 boylston st.
I boston, mass. 02116 I
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511 Medford Street

Somerville, MA

Hair Color Specialists in I B

European
technique
I B
"Foil" Highlighting

Cellophanes
Majirel
*
* L'OREAL
Jazzing
Blond on Blond
*
Frost
*SoloColor
** Reverse
Bleaching
* Walk-ins

\u2605 Highlighting
\u2605 Sunstreaking
\u2605 Superfrost
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\u2605 Precision Cuts

Salon
* Unisex
Salon Hours:
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Students Lose Money as Pyramids Crumble
Ucontinuedfrom page 1
The pyramid then splits, with the
vice presidents becoming president of their own pyramid, each taking two managers who become vice
presidents and four employees who
become managers. The system
repeats itself, as eight more
employees are sought by each
pyramid.
Once a pyramid has been established, the only way to win, or "resign,"
is if an employee rises through the
ranks and finds eight recruits after he
or she is already president.
Therefore, 32 people are needed to
invest for each employee to succeed
in the corporation and resign with
$800. Based on data gleanedby The
Heights, at least 150 different
pyramids proliferated on campus as^
two

presidents resigned and pyramids
split.
Once a pyramid stops, those individuals still in the pyramid will not
ascend to presidency and resign. For
every one person who resigns with
$800, 14 others eventually lose. The
lack of information and rapidity of
early winners made the scheme risky
but potentially lucrative. As many as
1,000 to 1,300 students purportedly
invested over $60,000, or 600 "units"
of $100; individuals often bought
units with others, decreasing both the

cosrs and benefits ofeach individual,
but also spreading out the risk.
Legal Action Possible
The Dean of Students Office warns
students against investing in this getrich-quick scheme since it is illegal
under Chapter 271, section 6A and
may be againsl the state's incor-

College graduates of ms

interested in teaching learning and study skill,
travel to schools and college throughout the U.S. Strong
liberal arts background, creative, independent, car
needed
start mid-August.
'
Training with salary, send resume to:
P.O. Box 439, Greenwich, CT 06830
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"They're always complaining

about college tuition, and then they
go wasting their money on stupid
scams, looking for a pot of gold at
the end of the rainbow."
For the last two weeks, the campus has been rocked by the
phenomenal gains won by some
students, while others are shocked at
the amount of money lost. $60,000
is the minimum that has been
transferred among students in this
three week period since spring break,
which figure does not include those

"People should know from the
that the chances of losing are
very high, and that one must take advantage of others to succeed." The
Dean of Students, in concert with the
Housing Office, is sending out a letter to residents, warning them of this
scheme. "There is not a whole lot
more we can do. A student, however,
could take another student to court
if he had the evidence," said Ryan.
BC Police have also realized the
scheme runs so fast that it would be
hard to pursue discipinary recourse.
BC Chief of Police Kenneth Watson
admitted, "By the time you find someone who won, the losers don't
want to complain because they know

the pyramids.
"It seemed like a good idea,"
noted one senior, who requested
anonymity. "And a quick way to
make money. 'Let's take a risk,' we
figured.
"When I realized how many people were needed to reach the top, I
knew I would not persuade friends to

invest below me and risk their
money. I felt guilty about asking
them to invest," she admitted.
"But it looked like everybody and
their brother were making money, so
we bought in."
As information began to emerge
about the pyramid, the senior said
it became obvious to her she would
not make her money. "It was risky
from the start. To win, people in
your pyramid must be aggressive...By the time I had entered,
the market was saturated."
Another BC senior who progressed through the system and received
the money said, "People who got in Mcontinued from page 8
early made a lot of money because
they quickly reinvested" after
Funding for the festival has come
resigning.
from diverse sources. The Festival
"Those who won often won more
staff raised $5,000 in points in one
than once. Either you made a lot of
day through their "Take a Kid to
money, or you didn't make any."
Lunch" point-drive. This will help
The scheme has spread to other
pay Dining Services for the 480 hotcolleges in an attempt to find recruits
dogs, 800 hamburgers and 1,500
because BC has been so saturated
chocolate-chip cookies said to be
that no one is investing anymore. It
needed.
through
has been moving rapidly
the
Festival leaders say they were enand
was
allegedly
brought
state
oncouraged by the turnouts at their
to campus by someone who became
three volunteer workshops, which
president in a pyramid outside of
were
held last week to acquaint often
school.
nervous
volunteers with what to
well-known,
As pyramids became
expect.
own
pyramids,
others began their
Dan Bouvier, last year's Festival
starting themselves as president or
Coordinator,
warned about the
In
president.
vice
this scenario, an
"Cling-Free" effect. "At the end of
early winner would quickly reinvest
the day," he warned, "you may find
$100 and resign for a second time
yourself like I did, with a little girl
with a total of $1,600. One individual
around your legs like a
wrapped
reportedly won five times. Residents
static
sock."
apartments
of certain
on and off

Festival of

body, Watson said, '"'Human greed
BB

Friendship

CAREER NIGHT

I

Sponsored By:

Omicron Delta Epsilon

(Economics Honor Society
of Boston College)

RESERVOIR
PROVISION CO.

I hMIBP

1922 Beacon St. Cleveland Circle

566-5588
?

Busch $7.95
24 12-oz. loose cans,
warm

?

?
?

1982 Saint Martin
Chardonnay
$5.99

?

Poilly Fuisse 1983

?

leaflets

deploring this investment scheme.
Party coordinator Tom Burke
castigated the scheme as a way "to
make money off of friends and
peers." He was appalled at how
selfish individuals became, and why
people "couldn't go out and earn
$800 instead of sponging it off
others."
"College is supposed to be where
students learn to generateideas about
peopLe, for people. The 'money' attitude' on campus makes financial
gain more important than friendships," said Burke, whose RAPPP.
poster was featured on thefront page
of the Globe.
"Students are more conservative
than the stock broker on Wall
Street," commented Burke, who suggested the celebrity of this scam proves that.
Asked what he thought about the
popularity of the pyramid scheme,
junior Pat Hoban reflected that this
was "A dangerous sign of what has
come to represent a value system at
this school, or perhaps universities in
general...where financial gains
outweigh the well-being of fellowstudents and friends."

gressed last week, a number of them
crumbled and when they stagnated,
students became disillusioned about

Come Speak with B.C. Economics Alumni at:

|

campus with anti-pyramid

presently in pyramids.
While some pyramids slowly pro-

WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH I
YOUR ECONOMICS MAJOR?
Date: Wednesday April 10
Location: Faculty Dining
Room, McElroy
Time: 7:30 - 10:00

more than once.
A group of students opposed to the
money-making scam distributed
leaflets warning students of the
pyramids. Calling themselves the
Revolutionary Anti-Pyramid People's Party, this group plastered the

be educated."

Haircut & Blowdry
Girls: $13.00
.Guys: $9.00 \
lJerms: $28.00
Reg.: $40.00 \
they look stupid."
Sunburst Highlighting-15% off
When questioned on how this scam
Ear-piercing-$B.OO, reg. $10.00\ could permeate the entire
student
r o J( with this

L......»...<i.'i1l^

campus allegedly won as much as
$8,000 because roomates won more
than once. The Heights estimated
that 1/3 to 1/2 of the winners won

drives people to get something for
nothing. Greed takes over and blinds
them, as everyone thinks they will
win. This is a bit naive, especially for
college students who are supposed to

start

5b Langley Road, Newton Center
244-0607

)-

porating laws as well. Assistant Dean
of Students D. Michael Ryan said
that there is no disciplinary action
presently under way, but "we might
take a couple of people and make an
example of them."
"But aside from the illegality,"
continued Dean Ryan, "people are
losing a good amount of money,
often borrowing it from friends. This
can hurt a lot ofrelationships because
you're likely to ask friends to borrow
or invest rather than strangers."
Although the pyramids seem to
have stagnated, Ryan noted that if
the problem persists necessary
judicial action will be taken "since it
is a criminal act." Ryan is concerned that the media attention might
reignite the pyramids, rather than
suppress them. The Boston Globe ran
a front-page story on the pyramids
at BC Friday; WCVB-TV and
WNEV-.TV reported on that night.
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Coors Kegs
in stock

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
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INTRODUCES

CPA TEAM
TUITION

QMAT ? LSAT ? GRE

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE!

Early Bird Classes for June
1 5 GMAT starting wk of 4/1 4
? Prepare early and transfer
to any of over 1 20 centers.

In fact were so convinced that you'll
learn better together, we'll give you

both a full 25% off your tuition, when
you and a friend register for the
STANLEY H. KAPLAN CPA REVIEW.
/)
ll

Robert Mondavi
Cabernet
$9 5

Jmr
W

? Inquire about out 16 hour
REFRESHER MATH PROGRAM free to all GMAT and
GRE students.
? Ask about our financial aid
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$7.99
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CPA
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Boston 482-7420

Cambridge 661-6955

Call Days. Evenings or Weekends

l
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PREPARATION FOR:
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Stoly 750 ml.
$8.99

The Smart

Newton 244-2202
Boston 482-7420
1
Cambridge 661-6955
Start now to help study for
final exams.
Continue studying until the
1
?NOVEMBER EXAM
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds EventsEv
HELP WANTED

on campus 5-10 hrs/wk, start
immediately. Chemical, bio-science
or related lab experiencerequired. Interesting work for small business

$6/hr.,

The Student Transfer Center is now
accepting applications for codirectors for 1985-1986 school year
(with possibility for part-time summer employment). Applications are
available at the Student Transfer
Center. McElroy 126.
Start Your Career Now Earn money
and work on Fortune 500 Companies' marketing programs on campus part-time (flexible) hours each
week. We give references. Call

1-800-243-6679.

965-6340, Cole.

If you are a healthy male with a
regular sleep pattern and would like
to earn $260 for a weekend study, call
Ray at 732-4011.

chez

at

732-4011.

Subjects needed for a 50 day sleep
study this summer. At Harvard
Medical School $1000 provided. Call
Kathleen or Ray at 732-4011.

at

Typing Services Print Shop Quality

resumes, letters, memorandums, etc.
At very reasonable rates. Call Cathy

323-3704

at

661-6955.

Resumes - Typeset at Reasonable
Rates $20 for one-page $30 for two
page. Ready for copying. Call Evelyn
Resumes Professional,

typesetting for your career resume.
Quick service and only $35. J and C
Typesetting, 80 Winchester St. Brkl.
731-5238.
Need Papers Typed? Call Rochelle at

396-4080. These, dissertations,
resumes,
Proletters.
ofreading/editing included. Low
cost/high quality. Call today!

\PARTMENT/ROOMMATES
Going off-campus next year? Be
prepared! Get your BC Off Campus
Toxic Waste T-shirt! Just call
734-0848. We'll deliver.

'76 Cutlass. 95,000 miles. 4DR, new

To sublet: 2000 block Comm. Ave.:

3 bedroom modern condo. $250 a
month - 3 females needed. Can move
in as soon as second week in May.
Call 254-6950.

Summer Sublet: 28 Crosby Rd., Up
to 8 openings, 4 bedrooms,
bathrooms, large living room, kitchen, yard, storageareas, $175/mo.,
2 minutes from BC, Call Laura

AM/FM cassette. 4 new radials.

Good Condition. Call 469-3270
$1800 or B.O., 1-493-8573.

Environmental Action Center
presents Requiem and Recovery, an

excellent film on Acid Rain.
McGuinn 3rd Floor lounge at 1 PM
Anyone interested in running for an
office for LA Union Latina sign in
at McElroy 111 before April 3rd.

T. Call Andrea 787-0924.

Did you know the Plex offers free
group tennis lesons every Monday
and Thursday evening? Beginners 5-6 PM. Intermediates - 6-7 PM.

Cape Cod Summer. Big house
already found and rented. West Yarmouth/Hyannis line. Great location.
Still room for 2 more. Male or
female. Call 254-7860.

JANE'S FIRST LOVE rehearsal 4
PM. I ive soap opera 5:30 PM on
WZBC - 90.3 FM. Positions open for
summer radio theater. Info: 232-5546

Summer Sublet: 3 bedrooms, dining
room, living room, kitchen Chestnut
Hill Ave., 5 minute walk to BC ,
near T-stops and Busstops. Call
787-4848.

PERSONALS
D.M.S.R. The International Lovers
Union (established 1982 Minneapolis,
Minn.) is organizing in Boston this

week. Revolutionaries welcome. ECNIRP, Box 361, Boston 02258.
M.M.B. The bubble bath was
awesome, to bad little sis came by.
I don't doubt it at all. We'll do it
again after my second tour,

Airborne Baby.

332-5047.

evenings.

TUESDAY
The Charismatic Prayer Group of
Boston College meets every Tuesday
night, 7:30 at St. Joe's Chapel. All
are welcomed.
The Boston Liturgical Dance Ensemble presents Images of Christ's Passion (on Tuesday, April 2 at 7:30) in
the BC Studio Theatre. Free

Admission.
All Gold Key members, just a
reminder that $15 is due April 4th for
the Cotillion at the Copley Plaza,
April 12th All members welcome.
Film Alphabet: The Story of Writing
sponsored by the Dept. of Classical
Studies, McGuinn Auditorium

on

Tuesday and Wednesday at 7:00.

Straight and proud? Buy your
"Hetero-Power" kit. Includes unique

\

I %

SERVICES

18 month twins this spring and summer. Near campus in Brookline. Call
Mrs. Firestone: 267-8571.

Perfect Summer Sublet Needed 1 or
2 female roommates. Swimming
pool, central A/C. 5 minute walk to

MONDAY

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 5882.

732-4011.

Needed: Experienced babysitter for

quality

Chiswick Road. Call 254-3248.

FOR SALE

Healthy Females are needed for a bumper sticker and terrific buttons.
Harvard Medical Study on hormonal/ Send $4.50 to Zanjo Enterprises,
Box 172, Wynnewood, Penna. 19096
biorhythms. Compensation provided. Call Anjanetta Foster or Kathleen

O'Donnell

Needed: One Female roommate for
summer on the Cape. Call Jackie
731-6805, or Bethany 734-4793.

Mitchell

cellent opportunities to make good
money. Fisheries, parks, construction Government Homes from $1 (U
and much more! 1985 employment repair). Also delinquent tax properinformation pamphlet. $5.95 Alaska, ty. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4593
Box 30752, Seattle, WA 98103.
for information.
Sleep Research If you can't fall asleep
at night, you may want to participate
in a Harvard Medical School Study.
$225 plus compensation provided.
Call Kathleen O'Donnell or Ray San-

877-9007

for the personal touch 965-1847.

Business Opportunity Bona fide way
to reap significant monies from a
minute initial outlay. Virtually no
- $4.50/hour. Call Andrea 654-2400 risk. Sounds nutty, but it's true - and
Equal Opportunity Employer.
success is very likely dependant upon
your initiative and motivation. Send
Government Jobs $15,000 - SASE to: M. Orlando, 84 Brayton
$50,000/yr possible. All occupations. Rd. No. 2, Brighton MA, 02135. InHow to Find. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. cluding phone number will facilitate
R-4593.
communication.

Alaska Summer Employment! Ex-

Your Dream Apartment 4 bedrooms,
living room, fireplace, kitchen with
dishwasher/disposal. No bugs!

Wanted: Graduate students who excel in verbal and reasoning skills to
teach LSAT preparation classes. Excellent Salary. Evenings, weekends in
late April - mid June. Call Carrie

Telephone Marketing Cold Calling
for major downtown stock
brokerage. Full or part-time. $4.00

Need Cash? The Harvard Crimson
needs you! Become a sales representative on your campus for the Crimson's Arts Magazine. For more info
call Betty at 495-7890.

Scholarships, Loans, Grants We
guarantee 5-25 sources of financial
aid for higher education regardless of
family income or your money back!
Educational Resource Center,

You Can Gain Control with Supportive Counseling: Eating disorders,
relationship issues, personal growth.
Judith Weisman, M. Ed. 731-3305
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The
fastest-growing
profession
in America.

"
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hair

fashions

VSPECIAL
EVENING COUPON! *?'
Mon.-Wed. 9-5

*coupon valid
Thursday & Friday
evenings only
expires 4/22/85

PMM«BOT«i«M«MWM

f

Thursday 9-9
Friday 9-7

Men $9.50
Women $13.00

Saturday 9-5

?799 Comm. Ave.,
NEXT TO T
254-9782
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SUMMER SCHOOL BORING?
TAKE OFF WITH THE UNIVERSITY of HARTFORD'S
SUMMER SESSION IN EUROPE!

According to the U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics,
the need for paralegals is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this dynamic
profession ... and there is no finer training available than at
Philadelphia's acclaimed Institute for Paralegal Training.
After just four months of intensive study, we will find you a
job in the city of your choice. We are so confident of the
marketability of our graduates that we offer a unique tuition
refund plan.
To learn how you can add market value to your
college degree, return the coupon or call toll free:
1-800-222-IPLT.

Earn 6 credits while living in and travelling throughout: France,
England, Belgium and Holland.
Many exciting visits to Europe's corporate and EEC
headquarters.
All presentations in English

We'll be on campus April 1 7, 1985
Contact your placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and

available

i.ijjr'
f ; r-A a
FOR PARALEGAL
t

training

Approved by the
American Bar

Association

7~

F71TZ
Mail this coupon to:

\t~i*
&.U~1~«l.l~*
Scholarships
Merit

j

I
j

RBC

Institute for Paralegal Training
1926Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Please send a copy of your catalogue.

!,::,
Name
Citv

State

-?

Colle ePhone

*

z 'p

FOR WHOM? ALL UNDERGRADUATES
WHEN? May 24-June 28
TO SIGN UP: CaU Dr. Lefebvre
at the University of Hartford
(203) 243-4298
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UGBC FELLOW STUDENTS UGBC
On behalf of everyone in the Student Government, I thank
you for support. I hope that you enjoyed 1984-85 as much as
we did.
One year ago today cabinet members, chairpeople, student
volunteers, administrators and faculty members joined me in
striving toward concrete goals to help better Boston College.
I am proud to say that we have stayed true to these objectives.
Yet we as a student body must ensure that more is done.
We must continue to push for a University Center, a place
where students, faculty and administrators can meet and interact.
Improvements in academic advisement must continue to be a
priority. I ask you to urge the new and future student governments to maintain the Museum of Fine Arts membership, the
Campus Pub, quality special events, anctthe SAocial Justice Leeture Series. In addition, I ask that the BC commnuity works for
a more racially diverse and prejudice-free campus.

This university is our university. It has grown because students
like ourselves have worked for change within it. Students have
made the motto "Ever to Excel" a reality.
This was an exciting experience for me. I would like to thank
the administrators and faculty who assisted the 1984-85 UGBC.
Most importantly, I wish to thank you, the student body, for
the opportunity to serve as your President. This year we provEd that students can and do make a difference in campus life.
I extend my best wishes and full support to Peter Thomas and
the new student government. In my opinion, the 1985-86 UGBC
has the potential to be the best ever.
Let us keep working to continue to make Boston College what
it truly is?the best place to live and. learn.
*
Sincerely

Jeff Thielman
r

JEFF KEITH DA Y

April 16th 12 noon
Library Plaza

.

Come honor the BC graduate who overcame a handicap and ran across America!
Collections will be taken throughout campus
for the American Cancer Society and the
new Jeff Keith Graduation Award week of
April 9-12.
PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY!!!

Southside Johnny and The Stomper cxoncert
tickets are still available at McElroy Ticket Booth
this week from 11AM-3PM. The concert is April
13th at McHugh Forum, BPM. Tickets are $9.00.

j

SOCIAL JUSTICE

LECTURES' \

|

Robert Drinan, S.J.
Professor of Law at Georgetown University; former Mass. Representative to U.S.

<

Congress;
former Boston College Law School Dean.

Social Injustice in Central America
8:00PM McGuinn Auditorium

LECTURES ARE $2 WITH BCID, $3 FOR NON-STUDENTS

Looking for a Summer Job?
BC Student Agencies can
always offer friendly,
convenient service. Call
Help! Unlimited
at 552-3034. Located in
30 Carney Basement.

evenings

j

THE CASBA

'85, a
coupon book with up to 50? savings
on dining out, movies, sports and more!
Available in Carney 30.

The Music Guild of Boston College presents
April 25th
Musicians Among Us

I

I

Are you a talented magician or
caricature artist?
The Festival of Friendship needs
your talents to entertain 250
special needs children at our
carnival in April.
If you can help, call Randy at
738-8186 or Kelly at 254-6784,

Invest in ENTERTAINMENT

Monday, April Ist
j
Dr. Helen Caldicott
j April 29th
World-reknowned authority on the
\
nuclear peril speaks on Nuclear Madness \
7:3OPM New Theater

Wednesday, April 10th

'

YOUJ

April 1, 7 & 9:ISPM Breaker Movant
April 3, BPM David Bowie in Concert
April 8, 7 & 9:ISPM Scarface

DON'T PANIC

The Final

WE NEED

A&S HONORS LIBRARY

The Boston Philharmonic

Theater Arts Center

DON'T PANIC

Southside Johnny and The Stompers concert
tickets are still available at McElroy Ticket Booth
this week from 11AM-3PM. The concert is April
13th at McHugh Forum, BPM. Tickets are $9.00.
?

ASTER BREAK and the end of the school year are just around the
corner. Make your travel plans quickly and easily with BC TRAVEL, a
student agency in Carney 30.
Call 552-3034 for more information.
mj

BLACK
STUDENT
FORUM
Election Dates & Deadlines
April 4th-forms due in
McEroy 116 by 12 noon.
, .
.?
Apnl 12th-pl a tforms in
Lyons 301 at 6PM.

. .

April 12th-Election Day,
10AM-4PM
in McElroy 116.

A EUROPEAN SUMMER!
For studies or travelling, BC TRAVEL can
help you make all your travel plans.
International IDs, Eurail passes and more!
Start ahead q{ time with BC TRAVEL,
552-3034, 30 Carney Basement.
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HEAD TRANSPLANTS NOW OFFERED AT BC
by Asil Iksnapets

Losing your head has

of psychotherapy or face liftinfg could alleviate. We felt a
moral obligation to consider

alternative
its advantages, accor- possible
ding to doctors at the treatments."
Dr. H. Cheese, Troy's partworld famous Boston ner in research and the head
College Health Center. accountant for the Losing
At a press conference
yesterday, they revealed the
latest advance in medical
technology; human head
transplants.
Dr. Helen Troy, inventor of
the surgical technique,
discussed the whats, wheres,
whys and hows of a hitherto
well-kept secret known only to
the nation's neurosurgeons,
and
plastic
surgeons
cosmeticians.
When questioned about
what led to the astounding
development, Dr. Troy replied
"We began exploring this uncharted medical terrain purely as a response to the
demands of our patients,
many of whom are Boston
College students. A number of
expressed
them
had
dissatisfaction with their
countenances that no amount

cheerleader."
When asked what was the
most popular head request on
the BC campus, Dr. Troy said
"Unquestionably, that of a
Cabbage Patch doll. Because
their faces are computer
generated, many patients

Face Medical Developments

believe they are infinitely
Corporation, the company superior
human
to
that collaborated with BC physiology."
Health Services in the actual
This accounts for the high

head transplant experimentation, was quoted as saying,
"Some people just aren't
satisfied with their God-given
looks, which, to be quite
frank, could often benefit
from human tinkering. A patient who is considering a head
transplant is usually at wit's
end and is willing to try
anything in order to get a
date. Not only does the patient get a brand new look
with his or her new head, but
he or she often makes tremendous strides intellectually. In
just the few short hours it
takes us to perform the operation, a boring physics professor can be transformed into a popular and sexy college

demand for Cabbage Patch
dolls during the Christmas
season. Drs. Troy and Cheese
bought as many as they could
when they realized that many
patients were purchasing gift
certificates to be used
specifically for Cabbage Patch
transplants.
The doctors have recently
returned from a buying tour
of the local Stop and Shop
supermarkets, where literally
dozens of Cabbage Patch earmuffs and slippers languish on
the "reduced for quick sale"
tables.
"We want to secure those
Cabbage Patches as cheaply as
possible, in order to make this
a

viable medical alternative

for students, most of whom
can't afford the high cost of
any kind of transplant,"commented Dr. Cheese.
Anyone wishing to donate
Cabbage Patch apparel received at Christmas is encouraged to speak with the friendly
staff at the Health Services.

Facilities for actual human
head transplants have yet to
be built on the BC campus,
Dr. Troy noted. However, the
Board of Trustees will be approached at their next
meeting, and asked to consider the possibility of erecting
a guillotine in Roberts Center
for students wishing to donate
their heads to their fellow
classmates, or who are
themselves looking for a
replacement.
"Medical research such as
this is the backbone of the
Center's
Health
philosophy,"said Cheese. "By
losing faces, BC students gain
respect, and help advance the
school's reputation as a leader
in scientific research. We're
currently negotiating with

Doug Flutie and Father
Monan about a possible head
switch. With Flutie's face,
Father Monan can travel
anywhere and be instantly
recognized.
It will certainly enable the
good Father to give a more
convincing sales pitch for the
school and will increase audience response, as well."

Students interested in lear*
ning more about the head
transplants should speak with
either Dr. Troy or Dr. Cheese
at the BC Health Services.

cayHnoowulikestar
If your bathroom's lacking
in color and spice,
THEBESTSEATINTHE HOUSEIS my best advice!

Hanz Hollman, author of
such best sellers as Travellers
Guide to Burbank and Inca
Babies Invade Burt Reynolds,
has now released an exclusive
preview of his latest medical
book, The Allston/Brighton
Diet.
Proof of the diet's success
is Stephanie Bamb, (pictured
below) who began the diet two
weeks ago as an obese elderly
man and has been miraculously transformed into a curvaceous cutie seen here.

Commenting on the diet,
Ms. Bamb replied,
"The diet is super. Dr.
Hollman is super, I got to eat
super food, life is super. And
I wasn't even jabbed with
pointed sticks, like the other
diets I've been on in the past.
It's super!"

BReCeavSluDiet
atblcyirridAntson/Bgh

Day 3,257
Weigh in. If you haven't
lost at least 99.99 percent of
your body weight, don't give
up now!

This and any other diet
should not b? started without
Day 1
Indulge in tremendous your doctor's skepticism or
family chagrin.
amounts of starchy food, carThe NEWS will pay $$$$
bohydrates, sugars and arfor high weight losers. Stand
tificial chemicals.
by for details.
Day 2

Swim 20 laps in the water of
the Three Mile Island nuclear
reactor.

Ihe effect

is instantaneous and glorious!
The whole bathroom seems transformed the
ninuteyou install a newChurchPlasticSheet
Covered Seat. Choose yours in white or in
one of 25 stunning colors. They match magnificently with towels, curtains and other
bathroom accessories.
Ask your Plumber about the beauty and
durability of Church Seats today. And mail
coupon for a copy of the colorful and unique
new booklet, "Twenty Clever Ways to Create
a Charming Bathroom". It's filled with un?isual and sensible suggestions.
?

?

Day 3
Develop agrophObia or any
other similar psychological
disorder and refuse to leave
your home to purchase food
or other life sustaining
materials.
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JESUIT FATHERS TRIPLETS?
'My Three Sons' Scandal Rocks BC Campus
Padre to Mom:
'GET LOST!!'

sources claim that Waters,
who now works as a waitress
at the Aegean Fare restaurant
in Cleveland Circle, was in
by Chip O'Hoy
heavy debt at BC.
"The test results were abStrangely enough many
solutely conclusive," said Jesuits and other individuals
sperm lab spokesperson claim to be eyewitnesses to
Luther Rambo late last night both Reynods alibi, and
at a hastily organized press Waters' account of the
conference.encounter.
"The Father is the father,"
However, early yesterday
Spokesman
University
Father morning a reputable UFOannounced
Mucha Di'Niro
ologist contacted The News
sternly in the glare of staff with information inflashbulbs.
dicating that the galaxy
University officials held Alpha-C-7 had been in its 12th
their breaths for three long revolution on the evening in
days until 1984 BC grad Wenquestion March sth; and
dy Waters shocking accusaSaturn's east axis had maintion that Father Rex Reynolds tained a 57-degree angle to the
had fathered her 4-month-old sun. These two factors in comtriplet boys after an intimate bination with the reggae hour
"Meet the Jesuits" social last on WZBC attracted numerous
year could be proven.
extraterrestrial visitors to the
"She knows I'm a Jesuit? Chestnut Hill area. Coinshe just wants my money," a cidentally, Father Reynolds
bitter Reynolds told reporters was mysteriously missing
who waited in yesterday's from the Social for a few
drizzle outside of Botolph hours on that evening.
House for a comment from
the Padre.
It is theorized by the UFODespite the shocking test ologist that these extraterresults, the Father continues restrial visitors were (and still
to deny ever having known a are) actual clones of the perWendy Waters, let alone son of father Reynolds. Many
fathering her tiny infants.
corroborative sources have
"Ask father Tony?l was also revealed to The News
with him!" a frustated several suspicious cirReynolds continously repeated cumstances which may prove
to the flock of reporters.
the scientist's theory and
However, with tears dripp- simultaneously clear the good
ing down her heavily made-up father's name of this scandal.
face, Waters claimed she is
"He [Reynolds] seems to be
not suing the Society of Jesus scheduled to teach five dif"for the money"?even
ferent courses at the same
though her suit asks for $3 hour;
Mondays,
on
million in damages, $1 million Wednesdays, and Fridays at
for each kid.
11," said Wilona Quizby a
"I just want a name for my clerk for the Registrar.
children," she cried. Yet,
"Yeah me and my room-

Folktales:
Ghastly But True
the case soon discovered the
demented,
babushka'd
woman sneaking into the
cellar with a broomstick.
"I vanted to git rid of the
evidence. Did you know that
broccoli!
I had decapitated my small
The elderly woman was grandchildren and imprisoned
presumed sane until suspicious their decomposing body parts
neighbors noticed a strong in a ceramic pinata? Oh, did
odor eminating from the I mention my neighbor was a
grandma's jam cellar.
psychic? Does this mean that
eyewitness I can't watch Love Boat
One key
testified, "It was horrible, no tonight? I just love Adrienne
jam ever smelled that bad Barbeau and Bill Bixby.
before. 1 didn't believe her What a handsome man. How
when she told me it stunk long will I be in prison? I'm
because it was Linburger jel- expecting a box of girl scout
ly. The only thing that smelled cookies next week, and I've
that disgusting would have to had such a craving for Tag-alongs."
be the decapitated and decomposing bodies of two small
children rotting in a ceramic
pinata, oh, by the way did I
mention I was psychic?"
Inquisitive investigators on

A crazed Yugoslavian
grandmother took in her lovely daughter's children when
their mother was chased into
a supermarket and bludgeoned to death with a frozen

mate have Reynolds at 11 but
I have him for Ceramics, and

she has him for Deviant
Behavior. I guess its kind of,
uh weird, like a coincidence or
something, like I never really
thought that it's ah, impossi-

ble," one of the hundreds and
hundreds of unwanted drunks
living in Walsh Hall commented. Others say they have
the Father also for Prose
Writing, European History,
and Astronomy.

"I am not so sure about this
whole clone thing," Reyolds
maintained. "But I do know
that I never seem to have a
clean set of clerics. And, if it
clears me of my good name,
well, maybe it's true."

CHILD OF THE WEEKJim is a 21 year old boy
who needs a good home.
Hampered by a chronic spitting habit, Jim has nevertheless learned to read and
write. He still needs help
washing and dressing himself,
and with the atmosphere he
might
just contribute
something.
Born in a truck stop in
Duluth, Minn., Jim went
from one home to another.
He could tell at an early age
that he was different from
other kids: "I'm different,"

Jim.
His constant wandering
finally led him to Boston College, and he was taken in by
the editors at The Heights.
They let Jim sleep on the
says

couch of the office, and in
return Jim did odd jobs like
sweeping up and writing

editorials.

He has improved quite a bit
since he first arrived. For example, he now has abandoned his belief that Jim Morrison was his natural father.
If you believe that you can
help this young man turn his
life around, please contact the
Alternative Adoption Agency

at:

137 McElroy
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
The life you change may be
your own!
Thank you and God Bless!

DEMON WORRY ABOUT
SLAVE YOUR FIGURE?
RECIPE

IBS*

m<i
\u25a0p:

"It's so simple," says Dr.
Franciscus Valesius, all that is
required are simple household
items. These include:

one raw egg
semen of robust men of
dubious character
a fish

the droppings of a beloved
pct ?about one pint
the ashes of worthless family documents
Pierce one end of the egg
and remove one half of the
contents.

Refill the egg with the still
warm semen.

Dig a hole in the earth and
place the egg, fish, and droppings into the hole.
Cover the hole and cast the
ashes.in a circle around the
burial place.
In three to four days a

DEMON SLAVE will emerge
from the earth to do your
bidding.

HUH

V_f

';"\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0''::*
9

v

CENT-APET

/eek's special is Digger

jfl

|

At
ppy Pet Land
hefinest collection of long and
term recreational animals
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"What a Pissah..." in 1995
by

Slived Yesrej Wen Eht

We stopped by Lenny's Bar
and Grill the other day for a
beer after a 10-2 loss to the
Canadians. Waltzing past
Bobby the bouncer, John,
Mark, and I fought our way
through the bimbos and other
assorted human beings to the
bar.
Entertaining a few class>
scores, we had a good couple
of drinks. In fact, we were one
drink away from beings total
a-holes. Suddenly, Mark
tugged on my shirt sleeve.
"Hey isn't that the famous
sportswriter, Carter Kenny?

totally smashed?"
Leaving the lovely, luscious
Lonnie, who was perched on
my right arm, I stumbled over
to the disheveled figure
slumped over a shot of bourbon at the end of the bar
wearing a frayed maroon
jacket and a ragged Pittsburgh
Pirates hat.
"Oh," I posited in my semiconscious state, "Aren't you
Carter Kenny, the famous
sportswriter that loves to come
into our lockerroom after
every game?"
Voraciously, this funny
?

man answered, "Wh.. ah.,
what's it ta ya?"

basement."
"Kenny, you goddamn
drunk?l told you never to
come in here again," came a
gruffled voice from behind the
bar. "You're ruining our
reputation as a classy place."
Enthusiastically kinky Kitty came sauntering over to us
in her tight leather spandex
body suit with a few sets of
handcuffs clasped about her
waist. "Crack," slashed a
small riding whip on the bar.
lege," I responded.
"No," cried Kenny, down"Uh, want a shot?it's
great stuff. Been drinking it ing the remaining bourbon
since I was 13 with my dad as and signalling for another. "I
we built a scale model of don't owe you anything..."
Neutron Field in our Again came the scintilating

"Everybody knows you've
been to every New Jersey Deviants' game since 1988."
"You.. Your a pi., pissah
man," he answered, dribbling
a nice, long, juicy clump of
tobacco juice down his unbuttoned shirt. "Care for a dip?"
he entertained.
"Oh, no thanks?l never
touched the snuff since I had
a bad trip one day in my
theology class back in col-

HIGH-TECH MAKES PHANTOM PREZ

sound of the whip striking the
wood.
"No, please no. I'll do
anything.
"You'll do anything,
huh?" she nodded with a wry
smile as she turned away to
meet her escort ?Biff.
Turning his attention back
to me (how was I supposed to
compete with a whip and
handcuffs?), Carter said,
"Wha.. What a pissah man.
I got r... rid of her without a
fight this time. Damn, I must
be slipping?last time we
fought she won. Boy do I love
losing...Unless it'? the

Deviants."
"Hey, man. We try hard,"
1 apologized.
But you don't try that hard.
Hell, I lost to Kitty on purpose
and I'm not as bad as you
guys."
"Hey Alfie," he screamed,
"Where's m.. my bour...
bourbon. Make it a double
now th.. that you've wasted
pr.. preciou... precious drinking time."
Carter started recalling his
days at his student newspaper.
"I. I was the star rep...
reporter. Hell, I cover...
covered a football game my
flesh... I mean freshman year.
The year of Flutie, ya know.
What a pissah. But my editor
got mad at me when 1 yelled
Score!!! on a TD pass."
"Really, I never heard you
say that at one of our games."
"I'm a.a pro... professional now. Besides you guys
really 5u..."
Suddenly a bottle rolls in
our direction. "Kick save and
a beauty!" I hear him yell in
a high-pitched

voice.

The only problem is that the
rebound hit Kitty in the head.
She must have loved it because
as I left the two of them, they
were 'cuffed for life to the
bar.
Somehow, I think he lost.

Reagan top aid-insider reveals
President of United States is merely
a hologram!
The disclosure has turned
Washington on its ear,
because scientists have admitted'running the country with
an imaginary ghost.
"We didn't feel that the
U.S. could cope with the news
of President Reagan's untimely demise, so we proposed to
substitute our beloved leader
with a life-like image.
"First, we attempted to
utilize a life size marionette.
The strings kept getting tangled at official functions and the
president was rumored to be
suffering from mysterious
seizures.

".Not wanting an unhealthy
leader, we then tried a humansized cardboard cutout. But,
once again, on windy days the
President appeared to shred at
the corners. Hence, the installation of the hologram as
a substitute leader.
"No one ever found out our
sham until the President attempted to drink water at an
United Nations dinner and the
liquid cascaded through holes
in his body."
Ambassadors and honored
guests cried "fowl" and soon
exposed the incident to the
world.

Wow!! Demons, Diets, Heads, Orphans,
Holograms, Toilets, Eggs, and Fish
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Pyramid Leader Reveals

Compliments of The Heights Review

Lusty Canines Celebrate Spring.

DMOG'AINEI
C toT!'
do what he
"I knew I had
said or his curse would follow
me forever," said a Boston College student who claims he was
driven to start a money making
scam by a vision of a 4000-yearold Inca God.
The stunned student awoke
one night to find his room
crowded with Inca warriors
brandishing knives and barbd sacrificial death tools.
'I knew they meant
business," quipped the
unlucky undergrad.
The incensed Incas demaned that the cowering student
perform an ancient ritual outside the McElroy Baybank
machine.
An insider at Baybanks
revealed that the machine's
video camera recorded the entire bizarre scene. But the film
was mysteriously erased while
locked in the bank vault. All

that remains is the image
below, which The News is
publishing for the first time
below.
After the ritual the scholarly scamspter suddenly found
that he could easily convince
any well-educated, responsible
person to hand him hundreds
of dollars.
His hapless victims even
believed that their money
would be returned to them

with interest!!
"I only hope the Inca god
will stop this evil before it's
too late," said the penitent
prankster.
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